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https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rn/safety-rn001_-en-p.pdf
VDMA
	Device Name	Use Case Hierarchy	Part Number	B10D	PL	SIL	Category	PFHD	TMT1	Use Case Notes	VDMA Device Type	Product Document	Device Group	Description	Revision	Function	MTTFD	MTTF	RDF	B10	DC	λDD	DFR	DTI	λDU	HFT	MTBF	PFDavg	λSD	SFF	λS	SRT	STR	λSU	T1	TFR
	AC Drive: Armor PowerFlex 35S Hardwired STO	Standard	35S Hardwired STO		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	3.04E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/35-um001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive			Output
	AC Drive: Armor PowerFlex 35S Integrated STO and Timed SS1	Standard	35S Network STO and Timed SS1		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	1.76E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/35-um001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive			Output
	AC Drive: Armor PowerFlex 35S Encoder Feedback	Standard	35S Encoder Feedback		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	3.29E-10	20	When using Encoder Feedback, the PFHD values of this subsystem must be added to the PFHD values for the 'Integrated STO and Timed SS1' subsystem.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/35-um001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive			Logic
	AC Drive: Armor PowerFlex 35S Safety I/O	Single Channel	35S Safety I/O		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_2	7.58E-09	20	When using Safety I/O, the PFHD values of this subsystem must be added to the PFHD values for the 'Integrated STO and Timed SS1' subsystem.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/35-um001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive			Logic
	AC Drive: Armor PowerFlex 35S Safety I/O	Dual Channel	35S Safety I/O		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	1.28E-09	20	When using Safety I/O, the PFHD values of this subsystem must be added to the PFHD values for the 'Integrated STO and Timed SS1' subsystem.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/35-um001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive			Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 753/755/755TS with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 1…7, Single encoder, Pulse Test OFF	PowerFlex 753/755 with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	2.67E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic																			175200
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 753/755/755TS with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 1…7, Single encoder, Pulse Test ON	PowerFlex 753/755 with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	2.67E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic																			175200
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 753/755/755TS with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 1…7, Dual encoder, Pulse Test OFF	PowerFlex 753/755 with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	2.67E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 753/755/755TS with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 1…7, Dual encoder, Pulse Test ON	PowerFlex 753/755 with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	2.67E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic																			175200
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755 with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 8, Single encoder, Pulse Test OFF	PowerFlex 753/755 with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	4.28E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic																			175200
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755 with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 8, Single encoder, Pulse Test ON	PowerFlex 753/755 with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	4.28E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic																			175200
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755 with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 8, Dual encoder, Pulse Test OFF	PowerFlex 753/755 with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	4.28E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755 with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 8, Dual Encoder, Pulse Test ON	PowerFlex 753/755 with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	4.28E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755 with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 9, Single encoder, Pulse Test OFF	PowerFlex 753/755 with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	5.33E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755 with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 9, Single encoder, Pulse Test ON	PowerFlex 753/755 with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	5.33E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755 with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 9, Dual Encoder, Pulse Test OFF	PowerFlex 753/755 with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	5.33E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755 with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 9, Dual Encoder, Pulse Test ON	PowerFlex 753/755 with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	5.33E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755 with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 10, Single encoder, Pulse Test OFF	PowerFlex 753/755 with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	6.38E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755 with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 10, Single encoder, Pulse Test ON	PowerFlex 753/755 with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	6.38E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755 with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 10, Dual Encoder, Pulse Test OFF	PowerFlex 753/755 with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	6.38E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755 with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 10, Dual Encoder, Pulse Test ON	PowerFlex 753/755 with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	6.38E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S Safe Torque Off	Frame 5…6	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S: Hardwired STO		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	4.22E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S Safe Torque Off	Frame 7…8	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S: Hardwired STO		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	2.86E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S Safe Torque Off	Frame 9	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S: Hardwired STO		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	3.15E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S Safe Torque Off	Frame 10	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S: Hardwired STO		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	3.45E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S Safe Torque Off	Frame 11	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S: Hardwired STO		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	3.75E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S Safe Torque Off	Frame 12	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S: Hardwired STO		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	4.05E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S Safe Torque Off	Frame 13	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S: Hardwired STO		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	4.34E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S Safe Torque Off	Frame 14	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S: Hardwired STO		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	4.94E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S Safe Torque Off	Frame 15	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S: Hardwired STO		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	5.54E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 5…6, Single encoder, Pulse Test OFF	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	2.72E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 5…6, Single encoder, Pulse Test ON	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	2.72E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 5…6, Dual encoder, Pulse Test OFF	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	2.72E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 5…6, Dual encoder, Pulse Test ON	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	2.72E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 7…8, Single encoder, Pulse Test OFF	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	5.15E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 7…8, Single encoder, Pulse Test ON	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	5.15E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 7…8, Dual Encoder, Pulse Test OFF	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	5.15E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 7…8, Dual Encoder, Pulse Test ON	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	5.15E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 9, Single encoder, Pulse Test OFF	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	5.45E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 9, Single encoder, Pulse Test ON	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	5.45E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 9, Dual Encoder, Pulse Test OFF	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	5.45E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 9, Dual Encoder, Pulse Test ON	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	5.45E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 10, Single encoder, Pulse Test OFF	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	5.75E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 10, Single encoder, Pulse Test ON	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	5.75E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 10, Dual Encoder, Pulse Test OFF	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	5.75E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 10, Dual Encoder, Pulse Test ON	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	5.75E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 11, Single encoder, Pulse Test OFF	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	6.05E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 11, Single encoder, Pulse Test ON	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	6.05E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 11, Dual Encoder, Pulse Test ON	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	6.05E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 11, Dual Encoder, Pulse Test OFF	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	6.05E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 12, Single encoder, Pulse Test OFF	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	6.35E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 12, Single encoder, Pulse Test ON	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	6.35E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 12, Dual Encoder, Pulse Test OFF	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	6.35E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 12, Dual Encoder, Pulse Test ON	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	6.35E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 13, Single encoder, Pulse Test OFF	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	6.64E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 13, Single encoder, Pulse Test ON	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	6.64E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 13, Dual Encoder, Pulse Test OFF	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	6.64E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 13, Dual Encoder, Pulse Test ON	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	6.64E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 14, Single encoder, Pulse Test OFF	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	7.24E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 14, Single encoder, Pulse Test ON	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	7.24E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 14, Dual Encoder, Pulse Test OFF	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	7.24E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 14, Dual Encoder, Pulse Test ON	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	7.24E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 15, Single encoder, Pulse Test OFF	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	7.84E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 15, Single encoder, Pulse Test ON	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	7.84E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 15, Dual Encoder, Pulse Test OFF	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	7.84E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S1 Safe Speed Monitor	Frame 15, Dual Encoder, Pulse Test ON	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S1: Safe Speed Monitor		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	7.84E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/750-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input, Output, Logic
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S3 Safe Torque Off	Frame 5…6	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S3: Network or Hardwired STO		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	1.84E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um004_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S3 Safe Torque Off	Frame 7…8	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S3: Network or Hardwired STO		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	4.28E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um004_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S3 Safe Torque Off	Frame 9	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S3: Network or Hardwired STO		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	4.57E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um004_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S3 Safe Torque Off	Frame 10	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S3: Network or Hardwired STO		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	4.87E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um004_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S3 Safe Torque Off	Frame 11	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S3: Network or Hardwired STO		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	5.17E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um004_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S3 Safe Torque Off	Frame 12	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S3: Network or Hardwired STO		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	5.47E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um004_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S3 Safe Torque Off	Frame 13	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S3: Network or Hardwired STO		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	5.76E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um004_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S3 Safe Torque Off	Frame 14	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S3: Network or Hardwired STO		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	6.36E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um004_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S3 Safe Torque Off	Frame 15	PowerFlex 755T with 20-750-S3: Network or Hardwired STO		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	6.96E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um004_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S4 Safety Torque Off/Timed SS1	Frame 5…6	PowerFlex 755 with 20-750-S4: STO/Timed SS1		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	5.24E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um005_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S4 Safety Torque Off/Timed SS1	Frame 7…8	PowerFlex 755 with 20-750-S4: STO/Timed SS1		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	2.96E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um005_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S4 Safety Torque Off/Timed SS1	Frame 9	PowerFlex 755 with 20-750-S4: STO/Timed SS1		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	3.25E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um005_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S4 Safety Torque Off/Timed SS1	Frame 10	PowerFlex 755 with 20-750-S4: STO/Timed SS1		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	3.55E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um005_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S4 Safety Torque Off/Timed SS1	Frame 11	PowerFlex 755 with 20-750-S4: STO/Timed SS1		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	3.85E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um005_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S4 Safety Torque Off/Timed SS1	Frame 12	PowerFlex 755 with 20-750-S4: STO/Timed SS1		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	4.15E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um005_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S4 Safety Torque Off/Timed SS1	Frame 13	PowerFlex 755 with 20-750-S4: STO/Timed SS1		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	4.45E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um005_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S4 Safety Torque Off/Timed SS1	Frame 14	PowerFlex 755 with 20-750-S4: STO/Timed SS1		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	5.05E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um005_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive:  PowerFlex 755T with -S4 Safety Torque Off/Timed SS1	Frame 15	PowerFlex 755 with 20-750-S4: STO/Timed SS1		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	5.65E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um005_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive: PowerFlex 40P with Safe Torque Off	Standard	22D		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	2.00E-10	20	1) External monitoring equipment required - See product manual.
2) The data values given are based on a maximum usage rate of 500,000 switching operations per year of the Safe-Off board.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/pflex-um003_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive: PowerFlex 40P with Safe Torque Off - used as a BLOCK	Standard	22D used as a BLOCK						20	1) External monitoring equipment required - See product manual.
2) The data values given are based on a maximum usage rate of 500,000 switching operations per year of the Safe-Off board.
3) When this Block is used as a channel of a dual-channel subsystem, the output should be monitored, and DC should be evaluated according to the type of monitoring measure applied. For some devices, it may be necessary to use an interposing relay to invert the signal when connecting to a monitoring safety relay. 	Device Type 2	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/pflex-um003_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output	6300
	AC Drive: PowerFlex 525 with Safe Torque Off	Standard	25B		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	8.13E-09	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. See IEC61508-4: 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN ISO 13849-1: 3.1.29 Test rate.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/520-um001_-en-e.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive: PowerFlex 525 with Safe Torque Off - used as a BLOCK	Standard	25B used as a BLOCK						20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. See IEC61508-4: 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN ISO 13849-1: 3.1.29 Test rate.
2) When this Block is used as a channel of a dual channel subsystem, the output should be monitored, and DC should be evaluated according to the type of monitoring measure applied. For some devices, it may be necessary to use an interposing relay to invert the signal when connecting to a monitoring safety relay. 	Device Type 2	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/520-um001_-en-e.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output	7186				62.5
	AC Drive: PowerFlex 527 with Safe Torque Off	Standard	25C		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	1.70E-09	20	1) Determination of safety parameters is based on the assumption that the system operates in High-demand mode and that the safety function is requested at least once every three months.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/520-um002_-en-e.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive: PowerFlex 70 with Safe Torque Off	Standard	7000A, 7000, 7000L		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	3.90E-10	20	1) External monitoring equipment required - See product manual.
2) The data values given are based on a maximum usage rate of 500,000 switching operations per year of the Safe-Off board.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/pflex-um003_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive: PowerFlex 70 with Safe Torque Off - used as a BLOCK	Standard	20A used as a BLOCK						20	1) External monitoring equipment required - See product manual.
2) The data values given are based on a maximum usage rate of 500,000 switching operations per year of the Safe-Off board.
3) When this Block is used as a channel of a dual channel subsystem, the output should be monitored, and DC should be evaluated according to the type of monitoring measure applied. For some devices, it may be necessary to use an interposing relay to invert the signal when connecting to a monitoring safety relay. 	Device Type 2	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/pflex-um003_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output	6500
	AC Drive: PowerFlex 7000 with Safe Torque Off	Standard	20A		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	2.26E-08	12	Safety function must be demanded once every 6 months.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/7000-um203_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive: PowerFlex 7000 with Safe Torque Off - used as a BLOCK	Standard	7000A, 7000, 7000L used as a BLOCK						12	Safety function must be demanded once every 6 months.	Device Type 2	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/7000-um203_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output	803				90
	AC Drive: PowerFlex 700H with Safe Torque Off	Standard	20C		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	1.70E-08	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. See IEC61508-4: 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN ISO 13849-1: 3.1.29 Test rate.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/20c-um001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive: PowerFlex 700H with Safe Torque Off - used as a BLOCK	Standard	20C used as a BLOCK						20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. See IEC61508-4: 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN ISO 13849-1: 3.1.29 Test rate.
2) When this Block is used as a channel of a dual channel subsystem, the output should be monitored, and DC should be evaluated according to the type of monitoring measure applied. For some devices, it may be necessary to use an interposing relay to invert the signal when connecting to a monitoring safety relay. 	Device Type 2	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/20c-um001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output	2172				66
	AC Drive: PowerFlex 700L with Safe Torque Off	Standard	20L		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	2.64E-09	20	1) External monitoring equipment required - See product manual.
2) The data values given are based on a maximum usage rate of 500,000 switching operations per year of the Safe-Off board.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/20d-um007_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive: PowerFlex 700L with Safe Torque Off - used as a BLOCK	Standard	20L used as a BLOCK						20	1) External monitoring equipment required - See product manual.
2) The data values given are based on a maximum usage rate of 500,000 switching operations per year of the Safe-Off board.
3) When this Block is used as a channel of a dual channel subsystem, the output should be monitored, and DC should be evaluated according to the type of monitoring measure applied. For some devices, it may be necessary to use an interposing relay to invert the signal when connecting to a monitoring safety relay. 	Device Type 2	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/20d-um007_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output	11415				80
	AC Drive: PowerFlex 700S with Safe Torque Off	Frame 1…6	20D		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	6.00E-10	20	1) External monitoring equipment required - See product manual.
2) The data values given are based on a maximum usage rate of 500,000 switching operations per year of the Safe-Off board.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/20d-um007_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive: PowerFlex 700S with Safe Torque Off	Frame 9…14	20D		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	2.64E-09	20	1) External monitoring equipment required - See product manual.
2) The data values given are based on a maximum usage rate of 500,000 switching operations per year of the Safe-Off board.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/20d-um007_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive: PowerFlex 700S with Safe Torque Off - used as a BLOCK	Frame 1…6	20D used as a BLOCK						20	1) External monitoring equipment required - See product manual.
2) The data values given are based on a maximum usage rate of 500,000 switching operations per year of the Safe-Off board.
3) When this Block is used as a channel of a dual channel subsystem, the output should be monitored, and DC should be evaluated according to the type of monitoring measure applied. For some devices, it may be necessary to use an interposing relay to invert the signal when connecting to a monitoring safety relay. 	Device Type 2	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/20d-um007_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output	4023				69
	AC Drive: PowerFlex 700S with Safe Torque Off - used as a BLOCK	Frame 9…14	20D used as a BLOCK						20	1) External monitoring equipment required - See product manual.
2) The data values given are based on a maximum usage rate of 500,000 switching operations per year of the Safe-Off board.
3) When this Block is used as a channel of a dual channel subsystem, the output should be monitored, and DC should be evaluated according to the type of monitoring measure applied. For some devices, it may be necessary to use an interposing relay to invert the signal when connecting to a monitoring safety relay.	Device Type 2	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/20d-um007_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output	11415				80
	AC Drive: PowerFlex 753/755 with -S Safe Torque Off	Frame 1…7	PowerFlex 753/755 with 20-750-S: Hardwired STO		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	3.75E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive: PowerFlex 755 with -S Safe Torque Off	Frame 8	PowerFlex 753/755 with 20-750-S: Hardwired STO		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	1.99E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive: PowerFlex 755 with -S Safe Torque Off	Frame 9	PowerFlex 753/755 with 20-750-S: Hardwired STO		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	3.04E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive: PowerFlex 755 with -S Safe Torque Off	Frame 10	PowerFlex 753/755 with 20-750-S: Hardwired STO		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	4.09E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive: PowerFlex 755 with -S3 Safe Torque Off	Frame 8	PowerFlex 755 with 20-750-S3: Network or Hardwired STO		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	3.41E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um004_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive: PowerFlex 755 with -S3 Safe Torque Off	Frame 9	PowerFlex 755 with 20-750-S3: Network or Hardwired STO		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	4.46E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um004_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive: PowerFlex 755 with -S3 Safe Torque Off	Frame 10	PowerFlex 755 with 20-750-S3: Network or Hardwired STO		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	5.51E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um004_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive: PowerFlex 755 with -S4 Safe Torque Off/Timed SS1	Frame 1…7	PowerFlex 755 with 20-750-S4: STO/Timed SS1		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	4.77E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um005_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive: PowerFlex 755 with -S4 Safe Torque Off/Timed SS1	Frame 8	PowerFlex 755 with 20-750-S4: STO/Timed SS1		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	2.09E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um005_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive: PowerFlex 755 with -S4 Safe Torque Off/Timed SS1	Frame 9	PowerFlex 755 with 20-750-S4: STO/Timed SS1		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	3.14E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um005_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive: PowerFlex 755 with -S4 Safe Torque Off/Timed SS1	Frame 10	PowerFlex 755 with 20-750-S4: STO/Timed SS1		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	4.19E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um005_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive: PowerFlex 755/755T/755TS with -S4 Encoder Feedback	Single encoder	PowerFlex 755/755T/755TS with 20-750-S4: Encoder Feedback		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	7.70E-09	20	When using a single or dual encoder feedback, the PFHD values of this subsystem must be added to the PFHD values for the "Drive STO/Timed SS1" subsystem.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um005_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Logic
	AC Drive: PowerFlex 755/755T/755TS with -S4 Encoder Feedback	Dual Encoder	PowerFlex 755/755T/755TS with 20-750-S4: Encoder Feedback		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	4.93E-10	20	When using a single or dual encoder feedback, the PFHD values of this subsystem must be added to the PFHD values for the "Drive STO/Timed SS1" subsystem.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um005_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Logic
	AC Drive: PowerFlex 755/755T/755TS with -S4 Safety I/O	Single Channel	PowerFlex 755/755T/755TS with 20-750-S4: Safety I/O		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_2	3.83E-09	20	When using Safety I/O, the PFHD values of this subsystem must be added to the PFHD values for the "Drive STO/Timed SS1" subsystem.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um005_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Logic
	AC Drive: PowerFlex 755/755T/755TS with -S4 Safety I/O	Dual Channel	PowerFlex 755/755T/755TS with 20-750-S4: Safety I/O		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	2.84E-09	20	When using Safety I/O, the PFHD values of this subsystem must be added to the PFHD values for the "Drive STO/Timed SS1" subsystem.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um005_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Logic
	AC Drive: PowerFlex 755/755TS with -S3 Safe Torque Off	Frame 1…7	PowerFlex 755/755TS with 20-750-S3: Network or Hardwired STO		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	1.79E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um004_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive: PowerFlex 755TS with -S Safe Torque Off	Frame 1…7	PowerFlex 755TS with 20-750-S: Hardwired STO		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	3.79E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	AC Drive: PowerFlex 755TS with -S4 Safe Torque Off/Timed SS1	Frame 1…7	PowerFlex 755TS with 20-750-S4: STO/Timed SS1		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	4.81E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/750-um005_-en-p.pdf	Safety Drive                                                                                                                                                                                            			Output
	Access Box: 442G-MAB CIP Safety Enabling Switch Monitor	Standard	442G-MABRB-*, 442G-MABLB-* CIP Safety Enabling Switch Monitor		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	3.05E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/442g-um002_-en-p.pdf	Guard Locking Switch                                                                                                                                                                                    			Input
	Access Box: 442G-MAB CIP Safety E-Stop Monitor	Standard	442G-MABRB-*, 442G-MABLB-* CIP Safety E-Stop Monitor		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	3.05E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/442g-um002_-en-p.pdf	Guard Locking Switch                                                                                                                                                                                    			Input
	Access Box: 442G-MAB CIP Safety E-Stop Switch	Standard	E-Stop Switch on Access Box: 442G-MABRB-*, 442G-MABLB-*  with CIP Safety	100000					20	1) The Mission Time stated is based on possible time-based degradation factors.  For usage-based degradation factors, refer to the calculated T10d value. Always use the lowest value (Mission Time or T10d) for calculation of SIL or PL.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/442g-um002_-en-p.pdf	Emergency Stop Device                                                                                                                                                                                   			Input
	Access Box: 442G-MAB CIP Safety Guard Lock Control	Standard	442G-MABRB-*, 442G-MABLB-* CIP Safety Guard Lock Control		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	4.91E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/442g-um002_-en-p.pdf	Guard Locking Switch                                                                                                                                                                                    			Output
	Access Box: 442G-MAB CIP Safety Guard Lock Monitor	Standard	442G-MABRB-*, 442G-MABLB-* CIP Safety Guard Lock Monitor		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	3.37E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/442g-um002_-en-p.pdf	Guard Locking Switch                                                                                                                                                                                    			Input
	Access Box: 442G-MAB Hardwired	Standard	442G-MABR-*, 442G-MABL-*		PL_e	SIL_na	CAT_4	2.47E-08	20	1) - The PFH given was calculated using the MTTFd 100 year limitation given in IS0 13849-1: 2006 clause 4.5.2	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/442g-um001_-en-p.pdf	Guard Locking Switch                                                                                                                                                                                    			Input, Output
	Access Box: 442G-MAB Hardwired E-Stop Switch	Standard	E-Stop Switch on Access Box: 442G-MABR-*, 442G-MABL-* with Hardwired	100000					20	1) The Mission Time stated is based on possible time-based degradation factors.  For usage-based degradation factors, refer to the calculated T10d value. Always use the lowest value (Mission Time or T10d) for calculation of SIL or PL.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/442g-um001_-en-p.pdf	Emergency Stop Device                                                                                                                                                                                   			Input
	ArmorBlock Guard I/O DeviceNet Safety Module	Standard	1732DS-IB8		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	4.96E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1791DS-UM001.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic
	ArmorBlock Guard I/O DeviceNet Safety Module	Standard	1732DS-IB8XOBV4		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	5.02E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1791DS-UM001.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic
	ArmorBlock Guard I/O EtherNet/IP Safety Module	Single Channel Inputs	1732ES-IB12XOB4		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_2	5.38E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1791es-um001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic
	ArmorBlock Guard I/O EtherNet/IP Safety Module	Dual Channel Inputs	1732ES-IB12XOB4		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	1.35E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1791es-um001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic
	ArmorBlock Guard I/O EtherNet/IP Safety Module	Single Channel Outputs	1732ES-IB12XOB4		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_2	6.75E-09	20	Only to be used for functional safety applications with process safety times greater than or equal to 600 ms OR with demand rates less than or equal to 1 demand per minute.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1791es-um001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic
	ArmorBlock Guard I/O EtherNet/IP Safety Module	Dual Channel Outputs	1732ES-IB12XOB4		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	1.38E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1791es-um001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic
	ArmorBlock Guard I/O EtherNet/IP Safety Module	Single Channel Inputs	1732ES-IB16		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_2	5.38E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1791es-um001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic
	ArmorBlock Guard I/O EtherNet/IP Safety Module	Dual Channel Inputs	1732ES-IB16		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	1.35E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1791es-um001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic
	ArmorBlock Guard I/O EtherNet/IP Safety Module	Single Channel Inputs	1732ES-IB8XOB8		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_2	5.38E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1791es-um001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic
	ArmorBlock Guard I/O EtherNet/IP Safety Module	Dual Channel Inputs	1732ES-IB8XOB8		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	1.35E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1791es-um001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic
	ArmorBlock Guard I/O EtherNet/IP Safety Module	Single Channel Outputs	1732ES-IB8XOB8		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_2	6.75E-09	20	Only to be used for functional safety applications with process safety times greater than or equal to 600 ms OR with demand rates less than or equal to 1 demand per minute.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1791es-um001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic
	ArmorBlock Guard I/O EtherNet/IP Safety Module	Dual Channel Outputs	1732ES-IB8XOB8		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	1.38E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1791es-um001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic
	ArmorBlock Guard I/O EtherNet/IP Safety Module	Single Channel Inputs	1732ES-IB8XOBV4		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_2	5.38E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1791es-um001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic
	ArmorBlock Guard I/O EtherNet/IP Safety Module	Dual Channel Inputs	1732ES-IB8XOBV4		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	1.35E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1791es-um001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic
	ArmorBlock Guard I/O EtherNet/IP Safety Module	Dual Channel Outputs	1732ES-IB8XOBV4		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	1.43E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1791es-um001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic
	ArmorStart ST: 281ES/GS Safe Torque Off	1 STO / Day max demand interval	281ES/GS Network STO		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	3.62E-09	20	This data is for the ArmorStart ST STO Only.  The safety I/O data is separate.
The Bulletin 281ES/281GS starter requires no maintenance if the average number of contactor operations is below an average of 49,970 cycles per year. An operation includes start-stop and Safe Torque Off (STO). An average rate higher than this will require replacement of the control module before the end of mission time.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/280es-um002_-en-p.pdf	ArmorStart Safety Distributed Motor Controller                                                                                                                                                          			Output					98.2					1				99.1
	ArmorStart ST: 281ES/GS Safe Torque Off	1 STO / 3 Months max demand interval	281ES/GS Network STO		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	3.62E-09	20	This data is for the ArmorStart ST STO Only.  The safety I/O data is separate.
The Bulletin 281ES/281GS starter requires no maintenance if the average number of contactor operations is below an average of 49,970 cycles per year. An operation includes start-stop and Safe Torque Off (STO). An average rate higher than this will require replacement of the control module before the end of mission time.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/280es-um002_-en-p.pdf	ArmorStart Safety Distributed Motor Controller                                                                                                                                                          			Output					98.2					1				99.1
	ArmorStart ST: 281ES/GS Safe Torque Off	1 STO / Year max demand interval	281ES/GS Network STO		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	3.62E-09	20	This data is for the ArmorStart ST STO Only.  The safety I/O data is separate.
The Bulletin 281ES/281GS starter requires no maintenance if the average number of contactor operations is below an average of 49,970 cycles per year. An operation includes start-stop and Safe Torque Off (STO). An average rate higher than this will require replacement of the control module before the end of mission time.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/280es-um002_-en-p.pdf	ArmorStart Safety Distributed Motor Controller                                                                                                                                                          			Output					98.2					1				99.1
	ArmorStart ST: 281ES/GS Safety I/O	Single Channel	281ES/GS Safety I/O		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_2	3.97E-09	20	This data is for the ArmorStart ST safety I/O Only.  The STO data is separate.  
Single channel safety I/O is only certified for use in functional safety applications with process safety times greater than or equal to 300 ms or applications with demand rates for both input and output less than or equal to 1 demand per 90 s.
If single channel safety I/O is used, pulse testing (external pulse testing for safety inputs, pulse testing for safety outputs) MUST be enabled on the single channel I/O points.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/280es-um002_-en-p.pdf	ArmorStart Safety Distributed Motor Controller                                                                                                                                                          			Logic					97.2					0				98.6
	ArmorStart ST: 281ES/GS Safety I/O	Dual Channel	281ES/GS Safety I/O		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	3.44E-09	20	This data is for the ArmorStart ST safety I/O Only.  The STO data is separate.  	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/280es-um002_-en-p.pdf	ArmorStart Safety Distributed Motor Controller                                                                                                                                                          			Logic					97.2					1				94.5
	ArmorStart ST: 284ES/GS Safe Torque Off	1 STO / Day max demand interval	284ES/GS Network STO		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	3.56E-09	20	This data is for the ArmorStart ST STO Only.  The safety I/O data is separate.
The Bulletin 284 VFD requires no maintenance if the number of STO operations is below an average of 34,900 cycles per year. An average rate higher than this annual average will require replacement of the control module before the end of mission time.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/280es-um002_-en-p.pdf	ArmorStart Safety Distributed Motor Controller                                                                                                                                                          			Output					98.0					1				99
	ArmorStart ST: 284ES/GS Safe Torque Off	1 STO / 3 Months max demand interval	284ES/GS Network STO		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	3.56E-09	20	This data is for the ArmorStart ST STO Only.  The safety I/O data is separate.
The Bulletin 284 VFD requires no maintenance if the number of STO operations is below an average of 34,900 cycles per year. An average rate higher than this annual average will require replacement of the control module before the end of mission time.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/280es-um002_-en-p.pdf	ArmorStart Safety Distributed Motor Controller                                                                                                                                                          			Output					98.0					1				99
	ArmorStart ST: 284ES/GS Safe Torque Off	1 STO / Year max demand interval	284ES/GS Network STO		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	3.56E-09	20	This data is for the ArmorStart ST STO Only.  The safety I/O data is separate.
The Bulletin 284 VFD requires no maintenance if the number of STO operations is below an average of 34,900 cycles per year. An average rate higher than this annual average will require replacement of the control module before the end of mission time.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/280es-um002_-en-p.pdf	ArmorStart Safety Distributed Motor Controller                                                                                                                                                          			Output					98.0					1				99
	ArmorStart ST: 284ES/GS Safety I/O	Single Channel	284ES/GS Safety I/O		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_2	3.97E-09	20	This data is for the ArmorStart ST safety I/O Only.  The STO data is separate.  
Single channel safety I/O is only certified for use in functional safety applications with process safety times greater than or equal to 300 ms or applications with demand rates for both input and output less than or equal to 1 demand per 90 s.
If single channel safety I/O is used, pulse testing (external pulse testing for safety inputs, pulse testing for safety outputs) MUST be enabled on the single channel I/O points.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/280es-um002_-en-p.pdf	ArmorStart Safety Distributed Motor Controller                                                                                                                                                          			Logic					97.2					0				98.6
	ArmorStart ST: 284ES/GS Safety I/O	Dual Channel	284ES/GS Safety I/O		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	3.44E-09	20	This data is for the ArmorStart ST safety I/O Only.  The STO data is separate.  	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/280es-um002_-en-p.pdf	ArmorStart Safety Distributed Motor Controller                                                                                                                                                          			Logic					97.2					1				94.5
	ArmorStart: 280*S integrated safety contactors	used with 1732ES-IB8XOBV4 or 1732ES-IB12XOBV2 safety I/O module	280*S used with Rockwell Automation safety I/O module		PL_e	SIL_na	CAT_4	5.70E-09	20	Must use with 1732ES-IB8XOBV4 or 1732ES-IB12XOBV2.  The 1732 subsystem to be entered separately.  The 1732 module must perform test pulses for the safety inputs (n/c switches) and safety outputs (OFF = safe).  The bipolar mode to be used for safety outputs P and M. Output configuration for the P and M to be Point Operation Type = Dual;  Point Mode = Safety Pulse Test (see 1791DS-UM001)  SELV or PELV Power Supplies required.  Signals SM1 and SM2 to be monitored. Safe state to be maintained if the SM feedback is open after a safety stop. The 20 year mission time is dependent on a maximum operating rate of 100,000 cycles/year. A 10 year mission time can be used for an operating rate of 200,000 cycles/year. MTTFd = 100 yrs	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/280-um004_-en-p.pdf	ArmorStart Safety Distributed Motor Controller                                                                                                                                                          			Output
	ArmorStart: 280*S integrated safety contactors	used with 1732DS-IB8XOBV4 safety I/O module	280*S used with Rockwell Automation safety I/O module		PL_e	SIL_na	CAT_4	5.70E-09	20	Must use with 1732DS-IB8XOBV4.  The 1732 subsystem to be entered separately.  The 1732 module must perform test pulses for the safety inputs (n/c switches) and safety outputs (OFF = safe).  The bipolar mode to be used for safety outputs P and M. Output configuration for the P and M to be Point Operation Type = Dual;  Point Mode = Safety Pulse Test (see 1791DS-UM001)  SELV or PELV Power Supplies required.  Signals SM1 and SM2 to be monitored. Safe state to be maintained if the SM feedback is open after a safety stop. The 20 year mission time is dependent on a maximum operating rate of 100,000 cycles/year. A 10 year mission time can be used for an operating rate of 200,000 cycles/year. MTTFd = 100 yrs	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/280-um004_-en-p.pdf	ArmorStart Safety Distributed Motor Controller                                                                                                                                                          			Output
	ArmorStart: 281*S integrated safety contactors	used with 1732DS-IB8XOBV4 safety I/O module	281*S used with Rockwell Automation safety I/O module		PL_e	SIL_na	CAT_4	6.00E-09	20	Must use with 1732DS-IB8XOBV4.  The 1732 subsystem to be entered separately.  The 1732 module must perform test pulses for the safety inputs (n/c switches) and safety outputs (OFF = safe).  The bipolar mode to be used for safety outputs P and M. Output configuration for the P and M to be Point Operation Type = Dual;  Point Mode = Safety Pulse Test (see 1791DS-UM001)  SELV or PELV Power Supplies required.  Signals SM1 and SM2 to be monitored. Safe state to be maintained if the SM feedback is open after a safety stop. The 20 year mission time is dependent on a maximum operating rate of 100,000 cycles/year. A 10 year mission time can be used for an operating rate of 200,000 cycles/year. MTTFd = 100 yrs	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/280-um004_-en-p.pdf	ArmorStart Safety Distributed Motor Controller                                                                                                                                                          			Output
	ArmorStart: 281*S integrated safety contactors	used with 1732ES-IB8XOBV4 or 1732ES-IB12XOBV2 safety I/O module	281*S used with Rockwell Automation safety I/O module		PL_e	SIL_na	CAT_4	6.00E-09	20	Must use with 1732ES-IB8XOBV4 or 1732ES-IB12XOBV2.  The 1732 subsystem to be entered separately.  The 1732 module must perform test pulses for the safety inputs (n/c switches) and safety outputs (OFF = safe).  The bipolar mode to be used for safety outputs P and M. Output configuration for the P and M to be Point Operation Type = Dual;  Point Mode = Safety Pulse Test (see 1791DS-UM001)  SELV or PELV Power Supplies required.  Signals SM1 and SM2 to be monitored. Safe state to be maintained if the SM feedback is open after a safety stop. The 20 year mission time is dependent on a maximum operating rate of 100,000 cycles/year. A 10 year mission time can be used for an operating rate of 200,000 cycles/year. MTTFd = 100 yrs	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/280-um004_-en-p.pdf	ArmorStart Safety Distributed Motor Controller                                                                                                                                                          			Output
	ArmorStart: 284*S integrated safety contactors	used with 1732DS-IB8XOBV4 safety I/O module	284*S used with Rockwell Automation safety I/O module		PL_e	SIL_na	CAT_4	6.00E-09	20	Must use with 1732DS-IB8XOBV4.  The 1732 subsystem to be entered separately.  The 1732 module must perform test pulses for the safety inputs (n/c switches) and safety outputs (OFF = safe).  The bipolar mode to be used for safety outputs P and M. Output configuration for the P and M to be Point Operation Type = Dual;  Point Mode = Safety Pulse Test (see 1791DS-UM001)  SELV or PELV Power Supplies required.  Signals SM1 and SM2 to be monitored. Safe state to be maintained if the SM feedback is open after a safety stop. The 20 year mission time is dependent on a maximum operating rate of 100,000 cycles/year. A 10 year mission time can be used for an operating rate of 200,000 cycles/year. MTTFd = 100 yrs	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/280-um004_-en-p.pdf	ArmorStart Safety Distributed Motor Controller                                                                                                                                                          			Output
	ArmorStart: 284*S integrated safety contactors	used with 1732ES-IB8XOBV4 or 1732ES-IB12XOBV2 safety I/O module	284*S used with Rockwell Automation safety I/O module		PL_e	SIL_na	CAT_4	6.00E-09	20	Must use with 1732ES-IB8XOBV4 or 1732ES-IB12XOBV2.  The 1732 subsystem to be entered separately.  The 1732 module must perform test pulses for the safety inputs (n/c switches) and safety outputs (OFF = safe).  The bipolar mode to be used for safety outputs P and M. Output configuration for the P and M to be Point Operation Type = Dual;  Point Mode = Safety Pulse Test (see 1791DS-UM001)  SELV or PELV Power Supplies required.  Signals SM1 and SM2 to be monitored. Safe state to be maintained if the SM feedback is open after a safety stop. The 20 year mission time is dependent on a maximum operating rate of 100,000 cycles/year. A 10 year mission time can be used for an operating rate of 200,000 cycles/year. MTTFd = 100 yrs	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/280-um004_-en-p.pdf	ArmorStart Safety Distributed Motor Controller                                                                                                                                                          			Output
	CIP Safety Encoder: 843ES	Standard	843ES-*IP*BA*		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	8.03E-09	20	1) Encoder operates in conditions at or below the ambient operating temperature specification.                                                                                                                                                          2) Operates in high-demand mode and that the safety function is requested at least once every three months.                                                                                                                                                                         3) design the coupling between the encoder and apparatus for fault exclusion so that any possibility of breakage at the coupling can be ruled out. 
4) The encoder can calculate both a safe speed and a safe acceleration. These calculations are subject to a standard deviation due to rounding and internal computing times, which are: 
Speed: σ_v <0.5% (4 rpm, min)
Acceleration: σ_a <0.5% (500 revolutions/s2, min)	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/843-um001_-en-p.pdf	Encoder                                                                                                                                                                                                 	Guardmaster Safety Encoder		Input					99					1
	Compact 5000 I/O Safety Module Digital	Single Channel	5069-IB8S / 5069-IB8SK		PL_d	SIL_3	CAT_3	3.18E-10	20	To achieve SIL CL3 single-channel, the sensor that is used must be SIL CL 3 single channel as well.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/5069-um004_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic
	Compact 5000 I/O Safety Module Digital	Dual  Channel	5069-IB8S / 5069-IB8SK		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	2.54E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/5069-um004_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic
	Compact 5000 I/O Safety Module Digital	Bipolar Output	5069-OBV8S / 5069-OBV8SK		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	3.14E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/5069-um004_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic
	Compact 5000 I/O Safety Module Digital	Sourcing Output Single Channel	5069-OBV8S / 5069-OBV8SK		PL_d	SIL_3	CAT_3	3.29E-10	20	Single-channel mode is only certified for functional safety applications with process safety times greater than or equal to 200 ms or applications with demand rates less than or equal to 3 demand per minute.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/5069-um004_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic
	Compact 5000 I/O Safety Module Digital	Sourcing Output Dual Channel	5069-OBV8S / 5069-OBV8SK		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	3.15E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/5069-um004_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic
	CompactBlock Guard I/O DeviceNet Safety Module	Standard	1791DS-IB12		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	6.84E-11	20	1) The data given based on a 20 year mission time (proof test interval) applies only to product with a manufacturing date code of 2009/01/01 (January 1, 2009) or later. See the product label for the date code. 
	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1791DS-UM001.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic																			175200
	CompactBlock Guard I/O DeviceNet Safety Module	Standard	1791DS-IB16		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	4.96E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1791DS-UM001.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic																			175200
	CompactBlock Guard I/O DeviceNet Safety Module	Standard	1791DS-IB4XOW4		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	4.07E-09	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.
2) The data given based on a 20 year mission time (proof test interval) applies only to product with a manufacturing date code of 2009/01/01 (January 1, 2009) or later. See the product label for the date code. 	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1791DS-UM001.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic																			175200
	CompactBlock Guard I/O DeviceNet Safety Module	Standard	1791DS-IB8XOB8		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	6.84E-11	20	1) The data given based on a 20 year mission time (proof test interval) applies only to product with a manufacturing date code of 2009/01/01 (January 1, 2009) or later. See the product label for the date code. 
	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1791DS-UM001.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic																			175200
	CompactBlock Guard I/O DeviceNet Safety Module	Standard	1791DS-IB8XOBV4		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	5.02E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1791DS-UM001.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic																			175200
	CompactBlock Guard I/O EtherNet/IP Safety Module	Single Channel Inputs	1791ES-IB16		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_2	6.04E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1791es-um001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic
	CompactBlock Guard I/O EtherNet/IP Safety Module	Dual Channel Inputs	1791ES-IB16		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	2.60E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1791es-um001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic																	4.41E-06		175200
	CompactBlock Guard I/O EtherNet/IP Safety Module	Dual Channel Inputs	1791ES-IB8XOBV4		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	2.63E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1791es-um001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic
	CompactBlock Guard I/O EtherNet/IP Safety Module	Dual Channel Outputs	1791ES-IB8XOBV4		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	3.38E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1791es-um001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic																			175200
	CompactBlock Guard I/O EtherNet/IP Safety Module	Single Channel Inputs	1791ES-IB8XOBV4		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_2	6.41E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1791es-um001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic
	CompactBlock Guard I/O EtherNet/IP Safety Module	Dual Encoder	1791ES-ID2SSIR		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	5.34E-10	20	The product failure rates are valid for ambient temperatures up to 60 °C (140 °F) and altitudes of up to 2000 m (6561.7 ft.) See publication 1791ES-IN002. 

When using two independent encoders to monitor motion, and when installed in a manner to avoid any common cause dangerous failure, the 1791ES-ID2SDSIR module can be used in applications up to and including SIL CL 3, PLe, and Cat. 4.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1791es-um002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic						3.3E-06		4	5.34E-10	1		4.68E-05			6.66E-06	6.2			175200
	CompactBlock Guard I/O EtherNet/IP Safety Module	Single encoder	1791ES-ID2SSIR		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	2.88E-09	20	For Single Channel configurations, in order to achieve SIL2 Safety Rating, safety rated encoders must be used.  PLd can be achieved using a standard encoder when additional safety measures are applied according to ISO 13849-1.  
For example:  Diagnostics for Sine/Cosine encoders include encoder power supply monitoring and SIN2 and COS2 (vector length) test. You must determine the suitability of the encoder and its contribution to the system safety rating from the failure rate data provided by the encoder manufacturer.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1791es-um002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic						3.09E-06		4	2.88E-09	1		2.52E-04			5.99E-06	6.2			175200
	Control Relay: 700-HPS	AC1-4A, 250V	700-HPS*	350000					20	1) B10d is for failure to open = dangerous failure.
2) Must not be used in a safety-related system unless connected to a suitable monitoring device.
3) Use the lowest value of Mission Time or T10d for calculation.
4) The DC value given is for the device used on its own with no additional monitoring/diagnostic equipment. 
5) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1: 3.1.29 Test rate.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/700-td552_-en-p.pdf	Relay                                                                                                                                                                                                   			Output
	Control Relay: 700-HPS	AC1-8A, 250V	700-HPS*	220000					20	1) B10d is for failure to open = dangerous failure.
2) Must not be used in a safety-related system unless connected to a suitable monitoring device.
3) Use the lowest value of Mission Time or T10d for calculation.
4) The DC value given is for the device used on its own with no additional monitoring/diagnostic equipment. 
5) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1: 3.1.29 Test rate.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/700-td552_-en-p.pdf	Relay                                                                                                                                                                                                   			Output
	Control Relay: 700-HPS	AC15-3A, 250V	700-HPS*	85000					20	1) B10d is for failure to open = dangerous failure.
2) Must not be used in a safety-related system unless connected to a suitable monitoring device.
3) Use the lowest value of Mission Time or T10d for calculation.
4) The DC value given is for the device used on its own with no additional monitoring/diagnostic equipment. 
5) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1: 3.1.29 Test rate.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/700-td552_-en-p.pdf	Relay                                                                                                                                                                                                   			Output
	Control Relay: 700-HPS	DC1-0.1A, 24V	700-HPS*	5000000					20	1) B10d is for failure to open = dangerous failure.
2) Must not be used in a safety-related system unless connected to a suitable monitoring device.
3) Use the lowest value of Mission Time or T10d for calculation.
4) The DC value given is for the device used on its own with no additional monitoring/diagnostic equipment. 
5) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1: 3.1.29 Test rate.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/700-td552_-en-p.pdf	Relay                                                                                                                                                                                                   			Output
	Control Relay: 700-HPS	DC1-1A, 24V	700-HPS*	900000					20	1) B10d is for failure to open = dangerous failure.
2) Must not be used in a safety-related system unless connected to a suitable monitoring device.
3) Use the lowest value of Mission Time or T10d for calculation.
4) The DC value given is for the device used on its own with no additional monitoring/diagnostic equipment. 
5) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1: 3.1.29 Test rate.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/700-td552_-en-p.pdf	Relay                                                                                                                                                                                                   			Output
	Control Relay: 700-HPS	DC1-3A, 24V	700-HPS*	300000					20	1) B10d is for failure to open = dangerous failure.
2) Must not be used in a safety-related system unless connected to a suitable monitoring device.
3) Use the lowest value of Mission Time or T10d for calculation.
4) The DC value given is for the device used on its own with no additional monitoring/diagnostic equipment. 
5) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1: 3.1.29 Test rate.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/700-td552_-en-p.pdf	Relay                                                                                                                                                                                                   			Output
	Control Relay: 700-HPS	DC13-1A, 24V, 60ms	700-HPS*	210000					20	1) B10d is for failure to open = dangerous failure.
2) Must not be used in a safety-related system unless connected to a suitable monitoring device.
3) Use the lowest value of Mission Time or T10d for calculation.
4) The DC value given is for the device used on its own with no additional monitoring/diagnostic equipment. 
5) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1: 3.1.29 Test rate.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/700-td552_-en-p.pdf	Relay                                                                                                                                                                                                   			Output
	Control Relay: 700-HPS	Mechanical Load	700-HPS*						20	1) B10d is for failure to open = dangerous failure.
2) Must not be used in a safety-related system unless connected to a suitable monitoring device.
3) Use the lowest value of Mission Time or T10d for calculation.
4) The DC value given is for the device used on its own with no additional monitoring/diagnostic equipment. 
5) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1: 3.1.29 Test rate.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/700-td552_-en-p.pdf	Relay                                                                                                                                                                                                   			Output			50	10000000															175200
	Control Relay: 700S-CF:	Mechanical Load	700S-CF*						20	1) B10d value assuming a failure to open is considered a dangerous failure. B10d value calculated with AC 3 motor. 
2) Category 1 applies  where the combination of the usage rate and the  B10D value results in an MTTFd equal to or greater than 30 years.
3) The DC value given is for the device used on its own with no additional monitoring/diagnostic equipment. An increased value for DC can be achieved by direct monitoring, that is, connection of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts to external monitoring equipment. In most cases, redundant devices or a second switch-off path this will be required. It assumes a maximum diagnostic test interval of 6 months. It assumes the monitoring of all dangerous single fault modes. The maximum value given will not be achievable if it can be foreseen that some single faults will not be detected.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/700-td552_-en-p.pdf	Relay                                                                                                                                                                                                   			Logic, Output			50	15000000
	Control Relay: 700S-CF: 	AC15	700S-CF*						20	1) B10d value assuming a failure to open is considered a dangerous failure. B10d value calculated with AC 3 motor. 
2) Category 1 applies  where the combination of the usage rate and the  B10D value results in an MTTFd equal to or greater than 30 years.
3) The DC value given is for the device used on its own with no additional monitoring/diagnostic equipment. An increased value for DC can be achieved by direct monitoring, that is, connection of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts to external monitoring equipment. In most cases, redundant devices or a second switch-off path will be required. It assumes a maximum diagnostic test interval of 6 months. It assumes the monitoring of all dangerous single fault modes. The maximum value given will not be achievable if it can be foreseen that some single faults will not be detected.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/700-td552_-en-p.pdf	Relay                                                                                                                                                                                                   			Logic, Output			50	1500000
	Control Relay: 700S-EF	Electrical Load	700S-EF*						20	1) B10 value with 50% RDF. The B10 value provided is calculated using a worst-case Electrical Load Rating.  See the Technical Data publication for specific AC/DC Load Rating.
2) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
3) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/700-td552_-en-p.pdf	Relay                                                                                                                                                                                                   			Output			50	1500000
	Control Relay: 700S-EF	Mechanical Load	700S-EF*						20	1) B10 value with 50% RDF. The B10 value provided is calculated using a worst-case Electrical Load Rating.  See the Technical Data publication for specific AC/DC Load Rating.
2) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
3) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/700-td552_-en-p.pdf	Relay                                                                                                                                                                                                   			Output			50	20000000															175200
	Control Relay: 700S-P, 700S-PK, 700S-DCP	Mechanical Load	700S-P, 700S-PK, 700S-DCP						20	1) B10 value with 50% RDF assumes a failure to open is considered a dangerous failure. The B10 value provided is calculated using a worst-case Electrical Load Rating.  See the Technical Data publication for specific AC/DC Load Ratings.
2) Category 1 applies where the combination of the usage rate and the B10D value results in an MTTFd equal to or greater than 30 years.
3) The DC value given is for the device used on its own with no additional monitoring/diagnostic equipment. An increased value for DC can be achieved by direct monitoring, that is, connection of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts to external monitoring equipment. In most cases, redundant devices or a second switch-off path will be required. It assumes a maximum diagnostic test interval of 6 months. It assumes the monitoring of all dangerous single fault modes. The maximum value given will not be achievable if it can be foreseen that some single faults will not be detected.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/700-td552_-en-p.pdf	Relay                                                                                                                                                                                                   			Output			50	10000000															175200
	Control Relay: 700S-P, 700S-PK, 700S-DCP	Electrical Load	700S-P, 700S-PK, 700S-DCP						20	1) B10 value with 50% RDF assumes a failure to open is considered a dangerous failure. The B10 value provided is calculated using a worst-case Electrical Load Rating.  See the Technical Data publication for specific AC/DC Load Ratings.
2) Category 1 applies where the combination of the usage rate and the B10D value results in an MTTFd equal to or greater than 30 years.
3) The DC value given is for the device used on its own with no additional monitoring/diagnostic equipment. An increased value for DC can be achieved by direct monitoring, that is, connection of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts to external monitoring equipment. In most cases, redundant devices or a second switch-off path will be required. It assumes a maximum diagnostic test interval of 6 months. It assumes the monitoring of all dangerous single fault modes. The maximum value given will not be achievable if it can be foreseen that some single faults will not be detected.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/700-td552_-en-p.pdf	Relay                                                                                                                                                                                                   			Output			50	1500000															175200
	Enabling Switch: 440J	Grip Switch	440J-N21TNPM, 440J-N21TNPM-NP, 440J-N2NTNPM-NE	100000					20	1) B10d data given is based on a failure of either channel. It can be used to determine the MTTFd of each single channel.
2) The data given is based on some use of fault exclusion in accordance with EN ISO 13849-2:2012 Table A4.
3) The DC or SFF value given is for the device used on its own with no additional monitoring/diagnostic equipment. An increased value for DC and SFF can be achieved by connection to specified external monitoring equipment.
4) The Mission Time stated is based on possible time-based degradation factors.  For usage-based degradation factors, refer to the calculated T10d value. Always use the lowest value (Mission Time or T10d) for calculation of SIL or PL.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440j-in001_-en-p.pdf	Enabling Switch			Input
	Enabling Switch: 440J	E-Stop	440J-N2NTNPM-NE	100000					20	1) B10d data given is based on a failure of either channel. It can be used to determine the MTTFd of each single channel.
2) The data given is based on some use of fault exclusion in accordance with EN ISO 13849-2:2012 Table A4.
3) The DC or SFF value given is for the device used on its own with no additional monitoring/diagnostic equipment. An increased value for DC and SFF can be achieved by connection to specified external monitoring equipment.
4) The Mission Time stated is based on possible time-based degradation factors.  For usage-based degradation factors, refer to the calculated T10d value. Always use the lowest value (Mission Time or T10d) for calculation of SIL or PL.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440j-in001_-en-p.pdf	Enabling Switch			Input
	Enabling Switch: 440J	pushbutton	440J-N21TNPM-NP	100000					20	1) B10d data given is based on a failure of either channel. It can be used to determine the MTTFd of each single channel.
2) The data given is based on some use of fault exclusion in accordance with EN ISO 13849-2:2012 Table A4.
3) The DC or SFF value given is for the device used on its own with no additional monitoring/diagnostic equipment. An increased value for DC and SFF can be achieved by connection to specified external monitoring equipment.
4) The Mission Time stated is based on possible time-based degradation factors.  For usage-based degradation factors, refer to the calculated T10d value. Always use the lowest value (Mission Time or T10d) for calculation of SIL or PL.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440j-in001_-en-p.pdf	Enabling Switch			Input
	E-Stop Switch: 800B-MT 16mm	Standard	800B-MT	1500000					20	1) B10d data given is based on a failure of either channel. It can be used to determine the MTTFd of each single channel.
2) The data given is based on some use of fault exclusion in accordance with EN ISO 13849-2:2012 Table A4.
3) The DC or SFF value given is for the device used on its own with no additional monitoring/diagnostic equipment. An increased value for DC and SFF can be achieved by connection to specified external monitoring equipment.
4)  Use the lowest value of Mission Time or T10d for calculation.
5)  Load conditions - 20 mA/24V DC, confidence factor 90%
Report-No.: 968/EL 660.02/11 	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/800-td008_-en-p.pdf	Emergency Stop Device                                                                                                                                                                                   			Input
	E-Stop Switch: 800FD-MT 22mm	Pull to release	800FD-MT44	111000					20	1) B10d data given is based on a failure of either channel. It can be used to determine the MTTFd of each single channel.
2) The data given is based on some use of fault exclusion in accordance with EN ISO 13849-2:2012 Table A4.
3) The DC or SFF value given is for the device used on its own with no additional monitoring/diagnostic equipment. An increased value for DC and SFF can be achieved by connection to specified external monitoring equipment.
4)  Use the lowest value of Mission Time or T10d for calculation.
5)  Load conditions - 20 mA/24V DC, confidence factor 90%
Report-No.: 968/EL 660.01/10	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/800-td008_-en-p.pdf	Emergency Stop Device                                                                                                                                                                                   			Input																			175200
	E-Stop Switch: 800FD-MT 22mm	Twist to release	800FD-MT44	138000					20	1) B10d data given is based on a failure of either channel. It can be used to determine the MTTFd of each single channel.
2) The data given is based on some use of fault exclusion in accordance with EN ISO 13849-2:2012 Table A4.
3) The DC or SFF value given is for the device used on its own with no additional monitoring/diagnostic equipment. An increased value for DC and SFF can be achieved by connection to specified external monitoring equipment.
4)  Use the lowest value of Mission Time or T10d for calculation.
5)  Load conditions - 20 mA/24V DC, confidence factor 90%
Report-No.: 968/EL 660.01/10	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/800-td008_-en-p.pdf	Emergency Stop Device                                                                                                                                                                                   			Input
	E-Stop Switch: 800FP/800FM 22mm	Pull to release, illuminated	800FP-LMP*, 800FM-LMP*	243000					20	1) B10d data given is based on a failure of either channel. It can be used to determine the MTTFd of each single channel.
2) The data given is based on some use of fault exclusion in accordance with EN ISO 13849-2:2012 Table A4.
3) The DC or SFF value given is for the device used on its own with no additional monitoring/diagnostic equipment. An increased value for DC and SFF can be achieved by connection to specified external monitoring equipment.
4)  Use the lowest value of Mission Time or T10d for calculation.
5)  Load conditions - 20 mA/24V DC, confidence factor 90%
Report-No.: 968/EL 660.01/10	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/800-td008_-en-p.pdf	Emergency Stop Device                                                                                                                                                                                   			Input																			175200
	E-Stop Switch: 800FP/800FM 22mm	Twist to release, illuminated	800FP-LMT*, 800FM-LMT*	206000					20	1) B10d data given is based on a failure of either channel. It can be used to determine the MTTFd of each single channel.
2) The data given is based on some use of fault exclusion in accordance with EN ISO 13849-2:2012 Table A4.
3) The DC or SFF value given is for the device used on its own with no additional monitoring/diagnostic equipment. An increased value for DC and SFF can be achieved by connection to specified external monitoring equipment.
4)  Use the lowest value of Mission Time or T10d for calculation.
5)  Load conditions - 20 mA/24V DC, confidence factor 90%
Report-No.: 968/EL 660.01/10	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/800-td008_-en-p.pdf	Emergency Stop Device                                                                                                                                                                                   			Input																			175200
	E-Stop Switch: 800FP/800FM 22mm	Key release	800FP-MK*, 800FM-MK*	2010000					20	1) B10d data given is based on a failure of either channel. It can be used to determine the MTTFd of each single channel.
2) The data given is based on some use of fault exclusion in accordance with EN ISO 13849-2:2012 Table A4.
3) The DC or SFF value given is for the device used on its own with no additional monitoring/diagnostic equipment. An increased value for DC and SFF can be achieved by connection to specified external monitoring equipment.
4)  Use the lowest value of Mission Time or T10d for calculation.
5)  Load conditions - 20 mA/24V DC, confidence factor 90%
Report-No.: 968/EL 660.01/10	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/800-td008_-en-p.pdf	Emergency Stop Device                                                                                                                                                                                   			Input																			175200
	E-Stop Switch: 800FP/800FM 22mm	Pull to release, non-illuminated	800FP-MP*, 800FM-MP*	243000					20	1) B10d data given is based on a failure of either channel. It can be used to determine the MTTFd of each single channel.
2) The data given is based on some use of fault exclusion in accordance with EN ISO 13849-2:2012 Table A4.
3) The DC or SFF value given is for the device used on its own with no additional monitoring/diagnostic equipment. An increased value for DC and SFF can be achieved by connection to specified external monitoring equipment.
4)  Use the lowest value of Mission Time or T10d for calculation.
5)  Load conditions - 20 mA/24V DC, confidence factor 90%
Report-No.: 968/EL 660.01/10	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/800-td008_-en-p.pdf	Emergency Stop Device                                                                                                                                                                                   			Input
	E-Stop Switch: 800FP/800FM 22mm	Twist to release, non-illuminated	800FP-MT*, 800FM-MT*	736000					20	1) B10d data given is based on a failure of either channel. It can be used to determine the MTTFd of each single channel.
2) The data given is based on some use of fault exclusion in accordance with EN ISO 13849-2:2012 Table A4.
3) The DC or SFF value given is for the device used on its own with no additional monitoring/diagnostic equipment. An increased value for DC and SFF can be achieved by connection to specified external monitoring equipment.
4)  Use the lowest value of Mission Time or T10d for calculation.
5)  Load conditions - 20 mA/24V DC, confidence factor 90%
Report-No.: 968/EL 660.01/10	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/800-td008_-en-p.pdf	Emergency Stop Device                                                                                                                                                                                   			Input
	E-Stop Switch: 800H 30mm Plastic	Pull to release	800H*	1907000					20	1) B10d data given is based on a failure of either channel. It can be used to determine the MTTFd of each single channel.
2) The data given is based on some use of fault exclusion in accordance with EN ISO 13849-2:2012 Table A4.
3) The DC or SFF value given is for the device used on its own with no additional monitoring/diagnostic equipment. An increased value for DC and SFF can be achieved by connection to specified external monitoring equipment.
4)  Use the lowest value of Mission Time or T10d for calculation.
5)  Load conditions - 20 mA/24V DC, confidence factor 90%
Report-No.: 968/EL 660.01/10	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/800-td009_-en-p.pdf	Emergency Stop Device                                                                                                                                                                                   			Input
	E-Stop Switch: 800H 30mm Plastic	Twist to release	800H*	1829000					20	1) B10d data given is based on a failure of either channel. It can be used to determine the MTTFd of each single channel.
2) The data given is based on some use of fault exclusion in accordance with EN ISO 13849-2:2012 Table A4.
3) The DC or SFF value given is for the device used on its own with no additional monitoring/diagnostic equipment. An increased value for DC and SFF can be achieved by connection to specified external monitoring equipment.
4)  Use the lowest value of Mission Time or  T10d for calculation.
5)  Load conditions - 20 mA/24V DC, confidence factor 90%
Report-No.: 968/EL 660.01/10	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/800-td009_-en-p.pdf	Emergency Stop Device                                                                                                                                                                                   			Input
	E-Stop Switch: 800T 30mm Metal	Pull to release	800T*	1952000					20	1) B10d data given is based on a failure of either channel. It can be used to determine the MTTFd of each single channel.
2) The data given is based on some use of fault exclusion in accordance with EN ISO 13849-2:2012 Table A4.
3) The DC or SFF value given is for the device used on its own with no additional monitoring/diagnostic equipment. An increased value for DC and SFF can be achieved by connection to specified external monitoring equipment.
4)  Use the lowest value of Mission Time or T10d for calculation.
5)  Load conditions - 20 mA/24V DC, confidence factor 90%
Report-No.: 968/EL 660.01/10	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/800-td009_-en-p.pdf	Emergency Stop Device                                                                                                                                                                                   			Input
	E-Stop Switch: 800T 30mm Metal	Twist to release	800T*	2500000					20	1) B10d data given is based on a failure of either channel. It can be used to determine the MTTFd of each single channel.
2) The data given is based on some use of fault exclusion in accordance with EN ISO 13849-2:2012 Table A4.
3) The DC or SFF value given is for the device used on its own with no additional monitoring/diagnostic equipment. An increased value for DC and SFF can be achieved by connection to specified external monitoring equipment.
4)  Use the lowest value of Mission Time or T10d for calculation.
5)  Load conditions - 20 mA/24V DC, confidence factor 90%
Report-No.: 968/EL 660.01/10	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/800-td009_-en-p.pdf	Emergency Stop Device                                                                                                                                                                                   			Input
	FLEX 5000 I/O Safety Module Analog	Single Channel Mode	5094-IF4IHS / 5094-IF4IHSXT		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	4.80E-10	20	The module can meet up to SIL3, PLe, Cat. 4 in Single Channel mode.  For a complete safety function to achieve SIL3, PLe, Cat. 4, the connected safety sensors must be rated to the targeted safety level single-channel.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/5094-um007_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        		A	Logic					99.978	2.207E-6		4	4.792E-10	0		4.20E-05	2.83E-06	99.99	2.83E-06	10			175200
	FLEX 5000 I/O Safety Module Analog	Dual  Channel Mode	5094-IF4IHS / 5094-IF4IHSXT		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	2.41E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/5094-um007_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        		A	Logic					99.995	4.44E-06		4	2.40E-10	1		2.11E-05	6.71E-06	99.995	6.71E-06	10			175200
	FLEX 5000 I/O Safety Module Analog	Single Channel Mode	5094-IJ2IS / 5094-IJ2ISXT		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	4.08E-10	20	The module can meet up to SIL3, PLe, Cat. 4 in Single Channel mode.  For a complete safety function to achieve SIL3, PLe, Cat. 4, the connected safety sensors must be rated to the targeted safety level single-channel.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/5094-um004_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        		A	Logic					99.94	6.94E-07		4	4.08E-10	0		3.57E-05	1.02E-06	99.98	1.02E-06	10
	FLEX 5000 I/O Safety Module Analog	Dual Channel Mode	5094-IJ2IS / 5094-IJ2ISXT		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	2.31E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/5094-um004_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        		A	Logic					99.98	1.08E-06		4	2.31E-10	1		2.02E-05	1.42E-06	99.99	1.42E-06	10
	FLEX 5000 I/O Safety Module Analog	Single Channel Mode	5094-IRT8S / 5094-IRT8SXT		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	4.26E-10	20	The module can meet up to SIL3, PLe, Cat. 4 in Single Channel mode.  For a complete safety function to achieve SIL3, PLe, Cat. 4, the connected safety sensors must be rated to the targeted safety level single-channel.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/5094-um002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        		A	Logic					99.90	4.23E-07		4	4.26E-10	0		3.73E-05	7.49E-07	99.96	7.50E-07	10
	FLEX 5000 I/O Safety Module Analog	Dual Channel in Different Group Combinations	5094-IRT8S / 5094-IRT8SXT		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	2.31E-10	20	Group definitions: Group 0 (Channel 0 and 2), Group 1 (Channel 1 and 3), Group 2 (Channel 4 and 6), Group 3 (Channel 5 and 7).  Dual channel inputs must be wired to different groups.   	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/5094-um002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        		A	Logic					99.97	7.10E-07		4	2.31E-10	1		2.03E-05	1.06E-06	99.99	1.06E-06	10
	FLEX 5000 I/O Safety Module Analog	Dual Channel in the Same Group	5094-IRT8S / 5094-IRT8SXT		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	4.22E-10	20	Group definitions: Group 0 (Channel 0 and 2), Group 1 (Channel 1 and 3), Group 2 (Channel 4 and 6), Group 3 (Channel 5 and 7).  Dual channel inputs wired to same group.   	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/5094-um002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        		A	Logic					99.91	4.68E-07		4	4.22E-10	1		3.69E-05	7.93E-07	99.97	7.94E-07	10
	FLEX 5000 I/O Safety Module Analog	Single Channel Mode	5094-OF4IHS / 5094-OF4IHSXT		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	3.88E-10	20	The module can meet up to SIL3, PLe, Cat. 4 in Single Channel Mode.  For a complete safety function to achieve SIL3, PLe, Cat. 4, the connected safety actuator must be rated to the targeted safety level single-channel.  	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/5094-um007_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        		A	Logic					99.978	1.751E-06		4	3.876E-10	0		3.40E-05	3.66E-06	99.993	3.66E-06	10
	FLEX 5000 I/O Safety Module Analog	Dual  Channel Mode	5094-OF4IHS / 5094-OF4IHSXT		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	2.39E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/5094-um007_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        		A	Logic					99.993	3.541E-06		4	2.3868E-10	1		2.09E-05	8.32E-06	99.998	8.32E-06	10	5.04E-06	6.15E-10	175200
	FLEX 5000 I/O Safety Module Digital	Single Channel Mode	5094-IB16S / 5094-IB16SXT		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	3.81E-10	20	The module can meet up to SIL3, PLe, Cat. 4 in Single Channel Mode.  For a complete safety function to achieve SIL3, PLe, Cat. 4, the connected safety sensors must be rated to the targeted safety level single-channel.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/5094-um001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        		A	Logic																	1.12E-05	3.63E-10	175200
	FLEX 5000 I/O Safety Module Digital	Dual  Channel Mode	5094-IB16S / 5094-IB16SXT		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	4.66E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/5094-um001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        		A	Logic
	FLEX 5000 I/O Safety Module Digital	Single Channel Mode	5094-OB16S / 5094-OB16SXT		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	4.65E-10	20	The module can meet up to SIL3, PLe, Cat. 4 in Single Channel Mode.  For a complete safety function to achieve SIL3, PLe, Cat. 4, the connected safety actuator must be rated to the targeted safety level single-channel.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/5094-um001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        		A	Logic
	FLEX 5000 I/O Safety Module Digital	Dual  Channel Mode	5094-OB16S / 5094-OB16SXT		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	4.31E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/5094-um001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        		A	Logic																	4.70E-06	5.99E-10	175200
	FLEX 5000 I/O Safety Module Digital	Single Channel Mode	5094-OW4IS / 5094-OW4ISXT		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	4.85E-10	20	The module can meet up to SIL3, PLe, Cat. 4 in Single Channel Mode.  For a complete safety function to achieve SIL3, PLe, Cat. 4, the connected safety actuator must be rated to the targeted safety level single-channel.  Requires signal state change at least once a month.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/5094-um001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        		A	Logic																	7.64E-06	3.05E-10	175200
	FLEX 5000 I/O Safety Module Digital	Dual  Channel Mode	5094-OW4IS / 5094-OW4ISXT		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	4.65E-10	20	Requires signal state change at least once a month.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/5094-um001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        		A	Logic
	Guard Locking Interlock Switch: 440G-LZ	Standard	440G-LZ*		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	9.10E-10	20	Mechanical life = 500,000 cycles	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440g-in011_-en-p.pdf	Guard Locking Switch                                                                                                                                                                                    			Input, Output
	Guard Locking Interlock Switch: 440G-MT	Standard	440G-MT*	2000000					20	1)  The data given is based on the use of fault exclusion at some single faults, for example, actuator or cam. Those faults are excluded due to strength and simplicity in accordance with EN ISO 13849-2: 2008 Clause A.5.2 Table A4. Use of fault exclusion can limit maximum achievable PL to PLd, therefore subsystems intended to achieve PLe or SIL 3 may require the use of two separate devices 
(see EN ISO TR 23849).
2)  Where the product has two electrical safety switching function channels, the B10d data given is based on a failure of either channel. It can be used to determine the MTTFd of each single channel and this will produce conservative data.
3)  The DC value given is for the device used as stand-alone. An increased DC value can be achieved by connection to external monitoring equipment. 
5)  B10d data is based on mechanical or minimal load, for example, safety monitoring relay unit.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440g-in001_-en-p.pdf	Guard Locking Switch                                                                                                                                                                                    			Input, Output
	Guard Locking Interlock Switch: 440G-MZ	OSSD Mode	440G-MZ*		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	3.17E-09	20	The switch operates in OSSD Mode when it is hard-wired to a safety I/O device or a safety logic device.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/440g-um004_-en-p.pdf	Guard Locking Switch                                                                                                                                                                                    	Interlocking switch with guard locking	Series A	Input, Output
	Guard Locking Interlock Switch: 440G-MZ	GuardLink Mode	440G-MZ*		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	2.93E-09	20	The switch operates in GuardLink Mode when it is connected as part of a link connected to a GuardLink safety leader.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/440g-um004_-en-p.pdf	Guard Locking Switch                                                                                                                                                                                    	Interlocking switch with guard locking	Series A	Input, Output																	5.41E-06	8.09E-10	175200
	Guard Locking Interlock Switch: Atlas 5	Standard	440G-L0*, 440G-L2*	2000000					20	1)  The data given is based on the use of fault exclusion at some single faults, for example, actuator or cam. Those faults are excluded due to strength and simplicity in accordance with EN ISO 13849-2: 2008 Clause A.5.2 Table A4. Use of fault exclusion can limit maximum achievable PL to PLd, therefore subsystems intended to achieve PLe or SIL 3 may require the use of two separate devices 
(see EN ISO TR 23849).
2)  Where the product has two electrical safety switching function channels, the B10d data given is based on a failure of either channel. It can be used to determine the MTTFd of each single channel and this will produce conservative data.
3)  The DC value given is for the device used as stand-alone. An increased DC value can be achieved by connection to external monitoring equipment. 
5)  B10d data is based on mechanical or minimal load, for example, safety monitoring relay unit.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/atlsa5-in001_-en-p.pdf	Guard Locking Switch                                                                                                                                                                                    			Input, Output																	1.19E-05	5.61E-10	175200
	Guard Locking Interlock Switch: Spartan	Standard	440G-S*	2000000					20	1)  The data given is based on the use of fault exclusion at some single faults, for example, actuator or cam. Those faults are excluded due to strength and simplicity in accordance with EN ISO 13849-2: 2008 Clause A.5.2 Table A4. Use of fault exclusion can limit maximum achievable PL to PLd, therefore subsystems intended to achieve PLe or SIL 3 may require the use of two separate devices 
(see EN ISO TR 23849).
2)  Where the product has two electrical safety switching function channels, the B10d data given is based on a failure of either channel. It can be used to determine the MTTFd of each single channel and this will produce conservative data.
3)  The DC value given is for the device used as stand-alone. An increased DC value can be achieved by connection to external monitoring equipment. 
5)  B10d data is based on mechanical or minimal load, for example, safety monitoring relay unit.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/sprtn-in001_-en-p.pdf	Guard Locking Switch                                                                                                                                                                                    			Input, Output																	3.90E-06	7.54E-10	175200
	Guard Locking Interlock Switch: TLS-GD2	Standard	440G-T2*	2000000					20	1)  The data given is based on the use of fault exclusion at some single faults, for example, actuator or cam. Those faults are excluded due to strength and simplicity in accordance with EN ISO 13849-2: 2008 Clause A.5.2 Table A4. Use of fault exclusion can limit maximum achievable PL to PLd, therefore subsystems intended to achieve PLe or SIL 3 may require the use of two separate devices 
(see EN ISO TR 23849).
2)  Where the product has two electrical safety switching function channels, the B10d data given is based on a failure of either channel. It can be used to determine the MTTFd of each single channel and this will produce conservative data.
3)  The DC value given is for the device used as stand-alone. An increased DC value can be achieved by connection to external monitoring equipment. 
5)  B10d data is based on mechanical or minimal load, for example, safety monitoring relay unit.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440g-in003_-en-p.pdf	Guard Locking Switch                                                                                                                                                                                    			Input, Output																	6.02E-06	3.46E-10	175200
	Guard Locking Interlock Switch: TLS-Z GD2	Standard	440G-TZ*		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	1.70E-09	20	The data is given for door monitoring and OSSD switching capability of the TLSZR/L-GD2 
Mechanical life = 1,000,000 cycles	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/440g-um002_-en-p.pdf	Guard Locking Switch                                                                                                                                                                                    			Input, Output																	5.22E-06	7.16E-10	175200
	GuardLink: Tap Electromechanical	Tap Lock Command	440S-MF*D, 440S-MLF*D		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	1.50E-09	20	GuardLink Tap module lock command for guard locking switches with electromechanical contacts	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/440r-um015_-en-p.pdf	GuardLink	GuardLink Tap Module and Tap Lock Command with Electromechanical contacts - 5 or 8 pin M12 Connector		Input
	GuardLink: Tap Electromechanical	Tap Module	440S-MF*D, 440S-MLF*D		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	2.65E-10	20	GuardLink Tap module with electromechanical contacts	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/440r-um015_-en-p.pdf	GuardLink	GuardLink Tap Module and Tap Lock Command with Electromechanical contacts - 5 or 8 pin M12 Connector		Input
	GuardLink: Tap Solid State	Tap Lock Command	440S-SF*D, 440S-SLF*D		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	1.50E-09	20	GuardLink Tap Module Lock Command for guard locking switches with solid state contacts	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/440r-um015_-en-p.pdf	GuardLink	GuardLink Tap Module and Tap Lock Command with Electromechanical contacts - 5 or 8 pin M12 Connector		Input														98.16					175200
	GuardLink: Tap Solid State	Tap Module	440S-SF*D, 440S-SLF*D		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	2.65E-10	20	GuardLink Tap Module with solid state contacts	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/440r-um015_-en-p.pdf	GuardLink	GuardLink Tap Module and Tap Lock Command with Electromechanical contacts - 5 or 8 pin M12 Connector		Input														98.68
	GuardLogix I/O Safety Module Digital	Single Channel	1756-IB16S		PL_d	SIL_3	CAT_2	3.80E-10	20	The module can meet up to SIL3 in Single Channel mode.  For a complete safety function to achieve SIL3, the connected safety sensors must be rated to the targeted safety level single-channel.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1756-um013_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic					99.87	4.48E-07		4	3.80E-10	0		3.33E-05	7.95E-07	99.97	7.96E-07	6
	GuardLogix I/O Safety Module Digital	Dual Channel	1756-IB16S		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	4.66E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1756-um013_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic					99.91	5.33E-07		4	4.66E-10	1		4.08E-05	8.61E-07	99.97	8.62E-07	6
	GuardLogix I/O Safety Module Digital	Bipolar Output Mode	1756-OBV8S		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	3.10E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1756-um013_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic					99.95	6.1E-07		4	3.1E-10	1		2.80E-05	9.50E-07	99.98	9.50E-07	4.5
	GuardLogix I/O Safety Module Digital	Sourcing Output Dual Channel Mode	1756-OBV8S		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	3.10E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1756-um013_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic					99.95	5.9E-07		4	3.1E-10	1		2.80E-05	9.30E-07	99.98	9.30E-07	4.5
	GuardLogix I/O Safety Module Digital	Sourcing Output Single Channel Mode	1756-OBV8S		PL_d	SIL_3	CAT_2	3.29E-10	20	The module can meet up to SIL3 in Single Channel Mode.  For a complete safety function to achieve SIL3, the connected safety actuator must be rated to the targeted safety level single-channel.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1756-um013_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic					99.96	9.01E-07		4	3.29E-10	1		2.89E-05	1.16E-06	99.98	1.16E-06	4.5	5.90E-06	1.05E-09	175200
	GuardPLC DeviceNet Scanner: 1753-DNSI	Standard	1753-DNSI		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	5.60E-10	10		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/1753-rm002_-en-p.pdf				Logic																		7.52E-10	175200
	GuardPLC I/O: 1753-IB16	Standard	1753-IB16		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	2.80E-09	10		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/1753-rm002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic																	2.79E-06	4.90E-10	175200
	GuardPLC I/O: 1753-IB16XOB8	Standard	1753-IB16XOB8		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	6.20E-09	10		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/1753-rm002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic																	2.68E-06	5.00E-10	175200
	GuardPLC I/O: 1753-IB20XOB8	Standard	1753-IB20XOB8		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	4.30E-09	10		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/1753-rm002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic																	3.99E-06	4.23E-10	175200
	GuardPLC I/O: 1753-IB8XOB8	Standard	1753-IB8XOB8		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	6.60E-09	10		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/1753-rm002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic
	GuardPLC I/O: 1753-IF8XOF4	Standard	1753-IF8XOF4		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	5.20E-09	10		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/1753-rm002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic
	GuardPLC I/O: 1753-OB16	Standard	1753-OB16		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	3.90E-09	10		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/1753-rm002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic
	GuardPLC I/O: 1753-OW8	Standard	1753-OW8		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	1.70E-09	10		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/1753-rm002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        			Logic
	Guardshield 450L EtherNet/IP CIP Safety Module	Standard	450L-ENETR		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	2.00E-09	20	PFHd value for EtherNet module only.  Attached light curtains must be added as a separate subsystem.  
Power must come from a protected extra low voltage (PELV) DC source.
For the receiver cable, the maximum cable length is 2 m (6.6 ft).	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/450l-um002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Light Curtain                                                                                                                                                                                    	450L light curtains with the addition of a CIP Safety™ connection over EtherNet/IP™		Input					90.7					1		1.61E-04		95
	Interlock Switch: 440G-EZ Electromagnetic Lock	Standard	440G-EZ*		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	1.50E-08	20	The 440G electromagnetic switch is suitable for monitoring the position of guard doors. It has a magnetic locking device for process protection only. Locking force is not monitored. Locking force is not a safety-related function.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440g-in019_-en-p.pdf	Non-contact Interlock Switch                                                                                                                                                                            	Interlock Switch. Provides guard locking function for process protection only.	Series A	Input
	Interlock Switch: Cadet 3	Standard	440K-C*	2000000					20	1)  The data given is based on the use of fault exclusion at some single faults, for example, actuator or cam. Those faults are excluded due to strength and simplicity in accordance with EN ISO 13849-2: 2008 Clause A.5.2 Table A4. Use of fault exclusion can limit maximum achievable PL to PLd, therefore subsystems intended to achieve PLe or SIL 3 may require the use of two separate devices 
(see EN ISO TR 23849).
2)  Where the product has two electrical safety switching function channels, the B10d data given is based on a failure of either channel. It can be used to determine the MTTFd of each single channel and this will produce conservative data.
3)  The DC value given is for the device used as stand-alone. An increased DC value can be achieved by connection to external monitoring equipment. 
4)  B10d data is based on mechanical or minimal load, for example, safety monitoring relay unit.
	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440k-in001_-en-p.pdf	Tongue Interlock Switch                                                                                                                                                                                 			Input
	Interlock Switch: Elf	Standard	440K-E*	2000000					20	1) The data given is based on the use of fault exclusion at some single faults, for example, actuator or cam. Those faults are excluded due to strength and simplicity in accordance with EN ISO 13849-2: 2008 Clause A.5.2 Table A4. Use of fault exclusion can limit maximum achievable PL to PLd, therefore subsystems intended to achieve PLe or SIL 3 may require the use of two separate devices 
(see EN ISO TR 23849).
2) Where the product has two electrical safety switching function channels, the B10d data given is based on a failure of either channel. It can be used to determine the MTTFd of each single channel and this will produce conservative data.
3) The DC value given is for the device used as stand-alone. An increased DC value can be achieved by connection to external monitoring equipment. 
4) B10d data is based on mechanical or minimal load, for example, safety monitoring relay unit.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440k-in001_-en-p.pdf	Tongue Interlock Switch                                                                                                                                                                                 			Input
	Interlock Switch: Ensign 3 Hinge 	Standard	440H-E*	2000000					20	1)  The data given is based on the use of fault exclusion at some single faults, for example, actuator or cam. Those faults are excluded due to strength and simplicity in accordance with EN ISO 13849-2: 2008 Clause A.5.2 Table A4. Use of fault exclusion can limit maximum achievable PL to PLd, therefore subsystems intended to achieve PLe or SIL 3 may require the use of two separate devices 
(see EN ISO TR 23849).
2)  Where the product has two electrical safety switching function channels, the B10d data given is based on a failure of either channel. It can be used to determine the MTTFd of each single channel and this will produce conservative data.
3)  The DC value given is for the device used as stand-alone. An increased DC value can be achieved by connection to external monitoring equipment. 
4)  B10d data is based on mechanical or minimal load, for example, safety monitoring relay unit.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440h-in001_-en-p.pdf	Hinge Switch                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input
	Interlock Switch: Ferrogard	Standard	440N-G*	2000000					20	1) Must not be used in a safety-related system unless it is connected to a suitable monitoring device. The DC value is achieved by connection to specified external monitoring equipment. The maximum achievable value by individual monitoring in dual channel configuration. Maximum diagnostic test interval of 6 months. It assumes the monitoring all dangerous single fault modes. The maximum value given will not be achievable if some single faults will not be detected e.g. where multiple switches are connected in a series.
2) This product has two electrical switching functional channels.  The B10d data given for this product is based on a failure of either channel, which can be used to determine the MTTFd of a single channel.
3)  B10d data is based on test and aligned with EN ISO 13849-1 Table C1. Mechanical or minimal load, for example, safety monitoring relay unit.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/frgd-in001_-en-p.pdf	Non-contact Interlock Switch                                                                                                                                                                            			Input																			175200
	Interlock Switch: MC1 Magnetically coded	Standard	440N-Z2NRS*	2000000					20	1) Must not be used in a safety-related system unless it is connected to a suitable monitoring device. The DC value is achieved by connection to specified external monitoring equipment. The maximum achievable value can be obtained by individual monitoring in dual channel configuration. Maximum diagnostic test interval is 6 months. It assumes the monitoring of all dangerous single fault modes. The maximum value given will not be achievable if some single faults will not be detected, for example, where multiple switches are connected in a series.
2) This product has two electrical switching functional channels.  The B10d data given for this product is based on a failure of either channel, which can be used to determine the MTTFd of a single channel.
3)  B10d data is based on test and aligned with EN ISO 13849-1 Table C1. Mechanical or minimal load, for example, safety monitoring relay unit.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/pc/440n-pc003_-en-p.pdf	Non-contact Interlock Switch                                                                                                                                                                            			Input																			175200
	Interlock Switch: MC2 Magnetically coded	Standard	440N-Z21W*	2000000					20	1) Must not be used in a safety-related system unless it is connected to a suitable monitoring device. The DC value is achieved by connection to specified external monitoring equipment. The maximum achievable value by individual monitoring in dual channel configuration. Maximum diagnostic test interval is 6 months. It assumes the monitoring all of dangerous single fault modes. The maximum value given will not be achievable if some single faults will not be detected, for example, where multiple switches are connected in a series.
2) This product has two electrical switching functional channels.  The B10d data given for this product is based on a failure of either channel, which can be used to determine the MTTFd of a single channel.
3)  B10d data is based on test and aligned with EN ISO 13849-1 Table C1. Mechanical or minimal load, for example, safety monitoring relay unit.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440n-in003_-en-p.pdf	Non-contact Interlock Switch                                                                                                                                                                            			Input																			175200
	Interlock Switch: MT-GD2	Standard	440K-MT*	2000000					20	1)  The data given is based on the use of fault exclusion at some single faults, for example, actuator or cam. Those faults are excluded due to strength and simplicity in accordance with EN
 SO 13849-2: 2008 Clause A.5.2 Table A4. Use of fault exclusion can limit maximum achievable PL to PLd, therefore subsystems intended to achieve PLe or SIL 3 may require the use of two separate devices (see EN ISO TR 23849).
2)  Where the product has two electrical safety switching function channels, the B10d data given is based on a failure of either channel. It can be used to determine the MTTFd of
each single channel and this will produce conservative data.
3)  The DC value given is for the device used as stand-alone. An increased DC value can be achieved by connection to external monitoring equipment. 
4)  B10d data is based on mechanical or minimal load, for example, safety monitoring relay unit.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440k-in005_-en-p.pdf	Tongue Interlock Switch                                                                                                                                                                                 			Input
	Interlock Switch: Rotacam Hinge 	Standard	440H-R*	2000000					20	1)  The data given is based on the use of fault exclusion at some single faults, for example, actuator or cam. Those faults are excluded due to strength and simplicity in accordance with EN ISO 13849-2: 2008 Clause A.5.2 Table A4. Use of fault exclusion can limit maximum achievable PL to PLd, therefore subsystems intended to achieve PLe or SIL 3 may require the use of two separate devices 
(see EN ISO TR 23849).
2)  Where the product has two electrical safety switching function channels, the B10d data given is based on a failure of either channel. It can be used to determine the MTTFd of each single channel and this will produce conservative data.
3)  The DC value given is for the device used as stand-alone. An increased DC value can be achieved by connection to external monitoring equipment. 
4)  B10d data is based on mechanical or minimal load, for example, safety monitoring relay unit.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/rotacm-in001_-en-p.pdf	Hinge Switch                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input
	Interlock Switch: SensaGuard RFID	18mm Barrel	440N-Z21S 18mm Barrel		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	1.32E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440n-in017_-en-p.pdf	Non-contact Interlock Switch                                                                                                                                                                            		Series B	Input
	Interlock Switch: SensaGuard RFID	Flat Pack	440N-Z21S Flat Pack		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	1.32E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440n-in018_-en-p.pdf	Non-contact Interlock Switch                                                                                                                                                                            		Series B	Input
	Interlock Switch: SensaGuard RFID	Integrated Latch	440N-Z21S Integrated Latch		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	1.32E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440n-in009_-en-p.pdf	Non-contact Interlock Switch                                                                                                                                                                            		Series B	Input
	Interlock Switch: Sipha Sensors S1, S2, S3, S4	Standard	440N-S32  Sipha Sensors S1, S2, S3, S4	2000000					20	1) Must not be used in a safety-related system unless it is connected to a suitable monitoring device. The DC value is achieved by connection to specified external monitoring equipment. The maximum achievable value by individual monitoring in dual channel configuration. Maximum diagnostic test interval of 6 months. It assumes the monitoring all dangerous single fault modes. The maximum value given will not be achievable if some single faults will not be detected e.g. where multiple switches are connected in a series.
2) This product has two electrical switching functional channels.  The B10d data given for this product is based on a failure of either channel, which can be used to determine the MTTFd of a single channel.
3) B10d data is based on test and aligned with EN ISO 13849-1 Table C1. Mechanical or minimal load, for example, safety monitoring relay unit.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/siphse-in001_-en-p.pdf	Non-contact Interlock Switch                                                                                                                                                                            			Input
	Interlock Switch: Sprite Hinge 	Standard	440H-S*	2000000					20	1)  The data given is based on the use of fault exclusion at some single faults, for example, actuator or cam. Those faults are excluded due to strength and simplicity in accordance with EN ISO 13849-2: 2008 Clause A.5.2 Table A4. Use of fault exclusion can limit maximum achievable PL to PLd, therefore subsystems intended to achieve PLe or SIL 3 may require the use of two separate devices 
(see EN ISO TR 23849).
2)  Where the product has two electrical safety switching function channels, the B10d data given is based on a failure of either channel. It can be used to determine the MTTFd of each single channel and this will produce conservative data.
3)  The DC value given is for the device used as stand-alone. An increased DC value can be achieved by connection to external monitoring equipment. 
4)  B10d data is based on mechanical or minimal load, for example, safety monitoring relay unit.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440h-in001_-en-p.pdf	Hinge Switch                                                                                                                                                                                            			Input
	Interlock Switch: Trojan 5	Standard	440K-T11*, 440K-T91*	2000000					20	1)  The data given is based on the use of fault exclusion at some single faults, for example, actuator or cam. Those faults are excluded due to strength and simplicity in accordance with EN ISO 13849-2: 2008 Clause A.5.2 Table A4. Use of fault exclusion can limit maximum achievable PL to PLd, therefore subsystems intended to achieve PLe or SIL 3 may require the use of two separate devices (see EN ISO TR 23849).
2)  Where the product has two electrical safety switching function channels, the B10d data given is based on a failure of either channel. It can be used to determine the MTTFd of each single channel and this will produce conservative data.
3)  The DC value given is for the device used as stand-alone. An increased DC value can be achieved by connection to external monitoring equipment. 
5)  B10d data is based on mechanical or minimal load, for example, safety monitoring relay unit.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440k-in002_-en-p.pdf	Tongue Interlock Switch                                                                                                                                                                                 			Input
	Interlock Switch: Trojan 6	Standard	440K-T11*	2000000					20	1)  The data given is based on the use of fault exclusion at some single faults, for example, actuator or cam. Those faults are excluded due to strength and simplicity in accordance with EN ISO 13849-2: 2008 Clause A.5.2 Table A4. Use of fault exclusion can limit maximum achievable PL to PLd, therefore subsystems intended to achieve PLe or SIL 3 may require the use of two separate devices (see EN ISO TR 23849).
2)  Where the product has two electrical safety switching function channels, the B10d data given is based on a failure of either channel. It can be used to determine the MTTFd of each single channel and this will produce conservative data.
3)  The DC value given is for the device used as stand-alone. An increased DC value can be achieved by connection to external monitoring equipment. 
5)  B10d data is based on mechanical or minimal load, for example, safety monitoring relay unit.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440k-in002_-en-p.pdf	Tongue Interlock Switch                                                                                                                                                                                 			Input
	Interlock Switch: Trojan T15	Standard	440K-T11*	2000000					20	1)  The data given is based on the use of fault exclusion at some single faults, for example, actuator or cam. Those faults are excluded due to strength and simplicity in accordance with EN ISO 13849-2: 2008 Clause A.5.2 Table A4. Use of fault exclusion can limit maximum achievable PL to PLd, therefore subsystems intended to achieve PLe or SIL 3 may require the use of two separate devices (see EN ISO TR 23849).
2)  Where the product has two electrical safety switching function channels, the B10d data given is based on a failure of either channel. It can be used to determine the MTTFd of each single channel and this will produce conservative data.
3)  The DC value given is for the device used as stand-alone. An increased DC value can be achieved by connection to external monitoring equipment. 
5)  B10d data is based on mechanical or minimal load, for example, safety monitoring relay unit.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440k-in003_-en-p.pdf	Tongue Interlock Switch                                                                                                                                                                                 			Input
	Light Curtain: 440L Single Beam	Standard	440L-T4F*, 440L-R4F*		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	1.40E-08	20	1) The device is a Type 4 ESPE as defined by IEC 61496-1.
2) Electromechanical outputs:  Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time between the operations. Diagnostic Test Interval should not exceed 6 months. 
3) This device does not provide monitoring of cross faults at output wiring. If required, additional measures will be required e.g. suitable monitoring relay. 
4) The PFHd given is the sum of the PFHd of the electronic aspects and the PFHd resulting from the B10d values of the two output relays based on a maximum usage rate of 8790 operations per year. For different usage rates, the electronic aspects and the electromechanical output relays can be entered as two separate subsystems using the following data: 
PFHd of Electronic aspects 4.0E-9. 
B10d for each of the two electromechanical output relays:
AC-15, 230V, 0.4A: 1.0E6.  
AC-15, 230V, 2.0A: 2.6E5
DC-13, 24V, 0.6A: 1.0E6
DC-13, 24V, 1.5A: 2.0E5	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/440l-um002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Light Curtain                                                                                                                                                                                    			Input
	Light Curtain: 445L Muting Box  	Standard	445L-AMUTBOX1		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	9.00E-10	20	The muting controller box is a pre-wired enclosure using an MSR42 multi-function control module as the muting control module. This muting enclosure has pre-wired M12 quick-disconnect connectors to accommodate the connection of
the Safe2 or Safe4, Micro 400, or GuardShield POC and PAC safety light curtains.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/445l-in004_-en-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Light Curtain: GuardShield 440L Type 2	Standard	440L-P2K*, 440L-T2KA*, 440L-R2K*		PL_c	SIL_1	CAT_2	9.51E-09	20	The device is a Type 2 ESPE as defined by IEC 61496-1 and CLC/TS61496-2.  Type 2 can only be classified as PLc.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440l-in011_-en-p.pdf	Safety Light Curtain                                                                                                                                                                                    			Input
	Light Curtain: GuardShield 440L Type 4	(1) Pair	440L-P4*, 440L-T4*, 440L-R4*		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	9.50E-09	20	The device is a Type 4 ESPE as defined by IEC 61496-1 and CLC/TS61496-2.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/440l-um003_-en-p.pdf	Safety Light Curtain                                                                                                                                                                                    			Input																			175200
	Light Curtain: GuardShield 440L Type 4	Cascaded (2) Pair	440L-P4*, 440L-T4*, 440L-R4*		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	1.95E-08	20	The device is a Type 4 ESPE as defined by IEC 61496-1 and CLC/TS61496-2.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/440l-um003_-en-p.pdf	Safety Light Curtain                                                                                                                                                                                    			Input
	Light Curtain: GuardShield 440L Type 4	Cascaded (3) Pair	440L-P4*, 440L-T4*, 440L-R4*		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	2.75E-08	20	The device is a Type 4 ESPE as defined by IEC 61496-1 and CLC/TS61496-2.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/440l-um003_-en-p.pdf	Safety Light Curtain                                                                                                                                                                                    			Input
	Light Curtain: GuardShield 445L Safe 2	Standard	445L-P2*, 445L-T2*, 445L-R2*		PL_c	SIL_1	CAT_2	7.90E-09	20	PFHd = 7.9E-9 is a worst case figure. PFHd for GuardShield Safe 2 light curtains varies based on the length of the light curtain and the configuration. The GuardShield Safe 2 light curtain is a Type 2 Active Optoelectronic Protection Device (AOPD).
According to EN 61496-1 and IEC 61496-2 Type 2 can only be classified as PLc.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/445l-um002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Light Curtain                                                                                                                                                                                    			Input
	Light Curtain: GuardShield 445L Safe 4	Standard	445L-P4S*YD, 445L-P4L*YD, 445L-P4X*YD		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	7.90E-09	20	PFHd = 7.9E-9 is a worst case figure. PFHd for GuardShield Safe 4 light curtains varies based on the length of the light curtain and the configuration.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/445l-um001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Light Curtain                                                                                                                                                                                    			Input
	Light Curtain: GuardShield 450L-B, 450L-E	Standard	450L-B4FNxYD, 450L-B4HNxYD, 450L-E4FLxYD, 450L-E4HLxYD, 450L-E4AxLxYD		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	1.27E-08	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/450l-um001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Light Curtain                                                                                                                                                                                    			Input
	Light Curtain: GuardShield 450L-E Cascading Plug-in	Standard	450L-APC-IO-8		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	9.60E-10	20	When cascading, each cascaded light curtain and each cascading plug-in must be added as a separate subsystem.  	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/450l-um001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Light Curtain                                                                                                                                                                                    			Input
	Light Curtain: GuardShield Micro 400	Standard	445L-P4*FP, 445L-C4*FP, 445L-P4*KP		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	4.00E-09	20	GuardShield Micro 400 light curtains require a control relay (MSR41 or MSR42) and optional expansion relay (MSR45E).  Control relay and expansion relay must be added as a separate subsystem(s).  	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/445l-in005_-en-p.pdf	Safety Light Curtain                                                                                                                                                                                    			Input
	Limit Switch: 440P IEC Style	Standard	440P-*	2000000					20	1)  The data given is based on the use of fault exclusion at some single faults, for example, actuator or cam. Those faults are excluded due to strength and simplicity in accordance with EN ISO 13849-2: 2008 Clause A.5.2 Table A4. Use of fault exclusion can limit maximum achievable PL to PLd, therefore subsystems intended to achieve PLe or SIL 3 may require the use of two separate devices 
(see EN ISO TR 23849).
2)  Where the product has two electrical safety switching function channels, the B10d data given is based on a failure of either channel. 
3)  The DC value given is for the device used as stand-alone. An increased DC value can be achieved by connection to external monitoring equipment. 
4)  B10d data is based on mechanical or minimal load, for example, safety monitoring relay unit.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/limit-td001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Limit Switch                                                                                                                                                                                     			Input
	Limit Switch: 802T	Standard	802T-*	2000000					20	1)  The data given is based on the use of fault exclusion at some single faults, for example, actuator or cam. Those faults are excluded due to strength and simplicity in accordance with EN ISO 13849-2: 2008 Clause A.5.2 Table A4. Use of fault exclusion can limit maximum achievable PL to PLd, therefore subsystems intended to achieve PLe or SIL 3 may require the use of two separate devices 
(see EN ISO TR 23849).
2)  Where the product has two electrical safety switching function channels, the B10d data given is based on a failure of either channel. It can be used to determine the MTTFd of each single channel and this will produce conservative data.
3)  The DC value given is for the device used as stand-alone. An increased DC value can be achieved by connection to external monitoring equipment. 
4)  B10d data is based on mechanical or minimal load, for example, safety monitoring relay unit.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/limit-td001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Limit Switch                                                                                                                                                                                     			Input
	Monitoring Safety Relay: CU2 Stop Motion	Standard	440R-S07139, 440R-S07140		PL_b	SIL_1	CAT_1	1.60E-07	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate. 
2) The PFHd given is the sum of the PFHd of the electronic aspects and the PFHd resulting from the B10d values of the two output relays based on a maximum usage rate of 8760 operations per year at AC15 1A 230V AC or at DC13 1.5 A 24V DC. For greater usage rates or loads, please contact Rockwell Automation for more information. 	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/cu2-in001_-en-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: CU3 Stop Motion	Standard	440R-S35001, 440R-S35002, 440R-S35003		PL_c	SIL_1	CAT_1	8.20E-08	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate. 
2) The PFHd given is the sum of the PFHd of the electronic aspects and the PFHd resulting from the B10d values of the two output relays based on a maximum usage rate of 8760 operations per year at AC15 1A 230V AC or at DC13 1.5 A 24V DC. For greater usage rates or loads, please contact Rockwell Automation for more information. 	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/cu3-in001_-en-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: CU4	Delayed acting contacts	440R-S23173, 440R-S23174, 440R-S23175		PL_d	SIL_na	CAT_3	2.30E-10	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate. 
2) The PFHd given is the sum of the PFHd of the electronic aspects and the PFHd resulting from the B10d values of the two output relays based on a maximum usage rate of 8760 operations per year at AC15 1A 230V AC or at DC13 1.5 A 24V DC. For greater usage rates or loads, please contact Rockwell Automation for more information. 	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440r-in071_-mu-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: GSR-CI	Standard	440R-S13R2		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	4.39E-09	20	1) -  Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.
2) -  The PFHd given is the sum of the PFHd of the electronic aspects and the PFHd resulting from the B10d values of the two output relays based on a maximum usage rate of 8760 operations per year at AC15 1A 230V AC or at DC13 1.5 A 24V DC. For greater usage rates or loads, please contact Rockwell Automation for more information.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/440r-um013_-en-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic					99					1				99
	Monitoring Safety Relay: GSR-DG	Standard	440R-DG2R2T		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	3.49E-08	20	1) - Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate. 
2) - The PFHd given is the sum of the PFHd of the electronic aspects and the PFHd resulting from the B10d values of the two output relays based on a maximum usage rate of 8760 operations per year at AC15 1A 230V AC or at DC13 1.5 A 24V DC. For greater usage rates or loads, please contact Rockwell Automation for more information.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/440r-um015_-en-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                	Guardmaster Safety Relay DG: Dual GuardLink, 2.N.O, Instantaneous and Time		Logic																			175200
	Monitoring Safety Relay: GSR-DI	Standard	440R-D22R2		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	4.40E-09	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.
2) The PFHd given is the sum of the PFHd of the electronic aspects and the PFHd resulting from the B10d values of the two output relays based on a maximum usage rate of 8760 operations per year at AC15 1A 230V AC or at DC13 1.5 A 24V DC. For greater usage rates or loads, please contact Rockwell Automation for more information.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/440r-um013_-en-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: GSR-DIS	Standard	440R-D22S2		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	4.40E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/440r-um013_-en-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: GSR-EM	Standard	440R-EM4R2		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	1.52E-09	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.
2) The PFHd given is the sum of the PFHd of the electronic aspects and the PFHd resulting from the B10d values of the two output relays based on a maximum usage rate of 8760 operations per year at AC15 1A 230V AC or at DC13 1.5 A 24V DC. For greater usage rates or loads, please contact Rockwell Automation for more information.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/440r-um013_-en-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: GSR-EMD	Standard	440R-EM4R2D		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	4.55E-09	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.
2) The PFHd given is the sum of the PFHd of the electronic aspects and the PFHd resulting from the B10d values of the two output relays based on a maximum usage rate of 8760 operations per year at AC15 1A 230V AC or at DC13 1.5 A 24V DC. For greater usage rates or loads, please contact Rockwell Automation for more information.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/440r-um013_-en-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: GSR-GLP	Standard	440R-GL2S2P		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	7.20E-09	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of the proximity sensor inputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between demands of the safety function, such as exceeding the speed threshold. The Diagnostic Test Interval should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/440r-um012_-en-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic																			175200
	Monitoring Safety Relay: GSR-GLT	Standard	440R-GL2S2T		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	8.10E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/440r-um010_-en-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: GSR-SI	Standard	440R-S12R2		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	3.98E-09	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.
2) The PFHd given is the sum of the PFHd of the electronic aspects and the PFHd resulting from the B10d values of the two output relays based on a maximum usage rate of 8760 operations per year at AC15 1A 230V AC or at DC13 1.5 A 24V DC. For greater usage rates or loads, please contact Rockwell Automation for more information.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/440r-um013_-en-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic					99					1				99
	Monitoring Safety Relay: MSR117	Standard	440R-B23211		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	2.30E-10	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.
2) The PFHd given is the sum of the PFHd of the electronic aspects and the PFHd resulting from the B10d values of the two output relays based on a maximum usage rate of 8760 operations per year at AC15 1A 230V AC or at DC13 1.5 A 24V DC. For greater usage rates or loads, please contact Rockwell Automation for more information.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440r-in053_-mu-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic																			175200
	Monitoring Safety Relay: MSR121	Standard	440R-J23099…23102		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	9.30E-10	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.
2) The PFHd given is the sum of the PFHd of the electronic aspects and the PFHd resulting from the B10d values of the two output relays based on a maximum usage rate of 8760 operations per year at AC15 1A 230V AC or at DC13 1.5 A 24V DC. For greater usage rates or loads, please contact Rockwell Automation for more information.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440r-in054_-mu-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: MSR122	Standard	440R-E21356…21358		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	2.45E-10	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.
2) The PFHd given is the sum of the PFHd of the electronic aspects and the PFHd resulting from the B10d values of the two output relays based on a maximum usage rate of 8760 operations per year at AC15 1A 230V AC or at DC13 1.5 A 24V DC. For greater usage rates or loads, please contact Rockwell Automation for more information.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440r-in058_-mu-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: MSR124	Standard	440R-G23107…23111		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	2.00E-09	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.
2) The PFHd given is the sum of the PFHd of the electronic aspects and the PFHd resulting from the B10d values of the two output relays based on a maximum usage rate of 8760 operations per year at AC15 1A 230V AC or at DC13 1.5 A 24V DC. For greater usage rates or loads, please contact Rockwell Automation for more information.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440r-in082_-en-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: MSR125	Standard	440R-D23163…23671		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	2.40E-10	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.
2) The PFHd given is the sum of the PFHd of the electronic aspects and the PFHd resulting from the B10d values of the two output relays based on a maximum usage rate of 8760 operations per year at AC15 1A 230V AC or at DC13 1.5 A 24V DC. For greater usage rates or loads, please contact Rockwell Automation for more information.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440r-in058_-mu-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: MSR126	Standard	440R-N23112…23123		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	2.09E-09	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.
2) The PFHd given is the sum of the PFHd of the electronic aspects and the PFHd resulting from the B10d values of the two output relays based on a maximum usage rate of 8760 operations per year at AC15 1A 230V AC or at DC13 1.5 A 24V DC. For greater usage rates or loads, please contact Rockwell Automation for more information.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440r-in059_-mu-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: MSR127	Standard	440R-N23124…23135, 440R-N23132S, 440R-N23135S		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	1.94E-09	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.
2) The PFHd given is the sum of the PFHd of the electronic aspects and the PFHd resulting from the B10d values of the two output relays based on a maximum usage rate of 8760 operations per year at AC15 1A 230V AC or at DC13 1.5 A 24V DC. For greater usage rates or loads, please contact Rockwell Automation for more information.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440r-in079_-en-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: MSR131	Standard	440R-C23136…23139, 440R-C23139S		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	2.66E-09	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.
2) The PFHd given is the sum of the PFHd of the electronic aspects and the PFHd resulting from the B10d values of the two output relays based on a maximum usage rate of 8760 operations per year at AC15 1A 230V AC or at DC13 1.5 A 24V DC. For greater usage rates or loads, please contact Rockwell Automation for more information.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440r-in061_-mu-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: MSR132E	Standard	440R-E23191, 440R-E23097		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	2.30E-10	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.
2) The PFHd given is the sum of the PFHd of the electronic aspects and the PFHd resulting from the B10d values of the two output relays based on a maximum usage rate of 8760 operations per year at AC15 1A 230V AC or at DC13 1.5 A 24V DC. For greater usage rates or loads, please contact Rockwell Automation for more information.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440r-in062_-mu-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: MSR132ED	Standard	440R-E23098…23190, 
440R-E23192440R-E23195 		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	2.30E-10	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.
2) The PFHd given is the sum of the PFHd of the electronic aspects and the PFHd resulting from the B10d values of the two output relays based on a maximum usage rate of 8760 operations per year at AC15 1A 230V AC or at DC13 1.5 A 24V DC. For greater usage rates or loads, please contact Rockwell Automation for more information.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440r-in062_-mu-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: MSR138	Immediate acting contacts	440R-M23080…23151		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	2.38E-09	20	1) The delayed acting contacts are  Cat. 3, SIL CL 2, PLd. The PFHd given can be applied for the  immediate acting and delayed acting contacts.
2) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.
3) The PFHd given is the sum of the PFHd of the electronic aspects and the PFHd resulting from the B10d values of the two output relays based on a maximum usage rate of 8760 operations per year at AC15 1A 230V AC or at DC13 1.5 A 24V DC. For greater usage rates or loads, please contact Rockwell Automation for more information.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440r-in063_-mu-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: MSR138	Delayed acting contacts	440R-M23140…23151, 440R-M23155, 440R-M23080…23092, 440R-M23208		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	2.38E-09	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.
2) The PFHd given is the sum of the PFHd of the electronic aspects and the PFHd resulting from the B10d values of the two output relays based on a maximum usage rate of 8760 operations per year at AC15 1A 230V AC or at DC13 1.5 A 24V DC. For greater usage rates or loads, please contact Rockwell Automation for more information.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440r-in063_-mu-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: MSR142	Immediate acting contacts	440R-G23214…23216 		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	2.90E-09	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.
2) The PFHd given is the sum of the PFHd of the electronic aspects and the PFHd resulting from the B10d values of the two output relays based on a maximum usage rate of 8760 operations per year at AC15 1A 230V AC or at DC13 1.5 A 24V DC. For greater usage rates or loads, please contact Rockwell Automation for more information.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440r-in064_-mu-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: MSR142	Delayed acting contacts	440R-G23214…23216 		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	2.90E-09	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.
2) The PFHd given is the sum of the PFHd of the electronic aspects and the PFHd resulting from the B10d values of the two output relays based on a maximum usage rate of 8760 operations per year at AC15 1A 230V AC or at DC13 1.5 A 24V DC. For greater usage rates or loads, please contact Rockwell Automation for more information.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440r-in064_-mu-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: MSR144	Standard	440R-C23205		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	1.67E-09	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.
2) The PFHd given is the sum of the PFHd of the electronic aspects and the PFHd resulting from the B10d values of the two output relays based on a maximum usage rate of 8760 operations per year at AC15 1A 230V AC or at DC13 1.5 A 24V DC. For greater usage rates or loads, please contact Rockwell Automation for more information.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/minotr-in033_-en-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: MSR178	Standard	440R-M23227		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	1.10E-08	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.
2) The PFHd given is the sum of the PFHd of the electronic aspects and the PFHd resulting from the B10d values of the two output relays based on a maximum usage rate of 8760 operations per year at AC15 1A 230V AC or at DC13 1.5 A 24V DC. For greater usage rates or loads, please contact Rockwell Automation for more information.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440r-in036_-en-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: MSR210	Standard	440R-H23176		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	4.30E-09	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.
2) The PFHd given is the sum of the PFHd of the electronic aspects and the PFHd resulting from the B10d values of the two output relays based on a maximum usage rate of 8760 operations per year at AC15 1A 230V AC or at DC13 1.5 A 24V DC. For greater usage rates or loads, please contact Rockwell Automation for more information.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440r-in072_-mu-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: MSR211	Standard	440R-H23177		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	4.30E-09	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.
2) The PFHd given is the sum of the PFHd of the electronic aspects and the PFHd resulting from the B10d values of the two output relays based on a maximum usage rate of 8760 operations per year at AC15 1A 230V AC or at DC13 1.5 A 24V DC. For greater usage rates or loads, please contact Rockwell Automation for more information.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440r-in066_-mu-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: MSR220	Standard	440R-H23178		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	9.20E-11	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440r-in067_-mu-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: MSR221	Standard	440R-H23179		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	9.20E-11	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/msr221-in001_-mu-e.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: MSR230	Standard	440R-H23180		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	2.40E-10	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.
2) The PFHd given is the sum of the PFHd of the electronic aspects and the PFHd resulting from the B10d values of the two output relays based on a maximum usage rate of 8760 operations per year at AC15 1A 230V AC or at DC13 1.5 A 24V DC. For greater usage rates or loads, please contact Rockwell Automation for more information.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/msr230-in001_-mu-e.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: MSR238	Standard	440R-H23196		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	2.90E-09	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.
2) The PFHd given is the sum of the PFHd of the electronic aspects and the PFHd resulting from the B10d values of the two output relays based on a maximum usage rate of 8760 operations per year at AC15 1A 230V AC or at DC13 1.5 A 24V DC. For greater usage rates or loads, please contact Rockwell Automation for more information.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440r-in069_-mu-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: MSR30	Standard	440R-N23197, 440R-N23198		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	7.80E-10	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440r-in049_-mu-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: MSR310	Standard	440R-W23219		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	1.20E-09	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/440r-um003_-en-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: MSR312	Standard	440R-W23220 		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	3.20E-09	20	Configurable Monitoring Safety Relay with DeviceNet protocol	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/msr312-um001_-en-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: MSR320	Standard	440R-W23218		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	2.39E-11	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/440r-um003_-en-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: MSR329	Standard	440R-W23217 		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	1.38E-10	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/440r-um003_-en-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: MSR33	Standard	440R-F23199		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	7.80E-10	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440r-in050_-mu-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: MSR330	Standard	440R-W23221…23223 		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	1.00E-08	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.
2) The PFHd given is the sum of the PFHd of the electronic aspects and the PFHd resulting from the B10d values of the two output relays based on a maximum usage rate of 8760 operations per year at AC15 1A 230V AC or at DC13 1.5 A 24V DC. For greater usage rates or loads, please contact Rockwell Automation for more information.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/440r-um003_-en-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: MSR338	Standard	440R-W23224…23226		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	7.70E-10	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.
2) The PFHd given is the sum of the PFHd of the electronic aspects and the PFHd resulting from the B10d values of the two output relays based on a maximum usage rate of 8760 operations per year at AC15 1A 230V AC or at DC13 1.5 A 24V DC. For greater usage rates or loads, please contact Rockwell Automation for more information.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440r-in070_-mu-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: MSR35	Standard	440R-D23201…23202		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	7.80E-10	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440r-in051_-mu-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: MSR38	Standard	440R-M23203…23204		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	7.80E-10	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440r-in052_-mu-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: MSR41	Standard	440R-P221AGS		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	9.00E-10	20	The main controlling module allows the connection and the control of the compact GuardShield Micro400 safety light curtain systems for On/Off safety functions. 	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/440r-um006_-en-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: MSR42	Standard	440R-P226AGS-NNR		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	9.00E-10	20	The main controlling module allows for the connection and control of the compact Allen-Bradley GuardShield Micro400 safety light curtain for muting, blanking, and other configurations.  Depending on the configuration, other safety components can also be connected and monitored simultaneously.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/440r-um008_-en-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: MSR45E	Standard	440R-P4NANS		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	3.00E-10	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/440r-um007_-en-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: MSR5	Standard	440R-B23020		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	2.30E-10	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.
2) The PFHd given is the sum of the PFHd of the electronic aspects and the PFHd resulting from the B10d values of the two output relays based on a maximum usage rate of 8760 operations per year at AC15 1A 230V AC or at DC13 1.5 A 24V DC. For greater usage rates or loads, please contact Rockwell Automation for more information.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440r-in048_-mu-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: MSR57 Safe Speed Monitor	Dual Encoder, Pulse Test OFF	440R-S845AER-NNL		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	1.50E-08	20	The encoders must be added as separate subsystem.  Mechanical constraints can limit encoder rating to PLd, SIL2 for the encoder input subsystem.  Encoder Inputs performs feedback signal monitoring to achieve a DC of 90% or 99% depending on encoder type.  The diagnostic test interval is set to the demand rate of at least 0.5 years.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/440r-um004_-en-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: MSR57 Safe Speed Monitor	Single encoder, Pulse Test ON	440R-S845AER-NNL		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	7.00E-09	20	The encoder must be added as separate subsystem.  Mechanical constraints and encoder rating can limit single encoder use to PLd, SIL2 for the encoder input subsystem.  By using a certified SIL3 encoder under specific conditions to ensure no loss of the feedback and with justifiable fault exclusions for shaft slippage and shaft breakage a SIL3 rating is possible.  Encoder Input performs feedback signal monitoring to achieve a DC of 90% or 99% depending on encoder type.  The diagnostic test interval is set to the demand rate of at least 0.5 years.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/440r-um004_-en-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: MSR57 Safe Speed Monitor	Single encoder, Pulse Test OFF	440R-S845AER-NNL		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	1.50E-08	20	The encoder must be added as separate subsystem.  Mechanical constraints and encoder rating can limit single encoder use to PLd, SIL2 for the encoder input subsystem.  Encoder Input performs feedback signal monitoring to achieve a DC of 90% or 99% depending on encoder type.  The diagnostic test interval is set to the demand rate of at least 0.5 years.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/440r-um004_-en-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Monitoring Safety Relay: MSR57 Safe Speed Monitor	Dual Encoder, Pulse Test ON	440R-S845AER-NNL		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	3.40E-09	20	The encoders must be added as separate subsystem.  Mechanical constraints can limit encoder rating to PLd, SIL2 for the encoder input subsystem.  Encoder Inputs performs feedback signal monitoring to achieve a DC of 90% or 99% depending on encoder type.  The diagnostic test interval is set to the demand rate of at least 0.5 years.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/440r-um004_-en-p.pdf	Guardmaster Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                                			Logic
	Motion Control: Kinetix 300 Safe Torque Off	Standard	2097 Kinetix 300 Hardwired STO		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	5.90E-09	20	1) External monitoring equipment required - See product manual.
2) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. See IEC61508-4: 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN ISO 13849-1: 3.1.29 Test rate.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/2097-um001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Motion Control                                                                                                                                                                                   			Output																			175200
	Motion Control: Kinetix 300 Safe Torque Off - used as a BLOCK	Standard	2097 Kinetix 300 Hardwired STO - used as a BLOCK						20	1) External monitoring equipment required - See product manual.
2) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. See IEC61508-4: 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN ISO 13849-1: 3.1.29 Test rate.
3) When this Block is used as a channel of a dual channel subsystem, the output should be monitored, and DC should be evaluated according to the type of monitoring measure applied. For some devices, it may be necessary to use an interposing relay to invert the signal when connecting to a monitoring safety relay. 
See product manual and Rockwell Automation Safety Accelerator Toolkit for more information.	Device Type 2	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/2097-um001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Motion Control                                                                                                                                                                                   			Output	19348																		175200
	Motion Control: Kinetix 350 Safe Torque Off	Standard	2097 Kinetix 350 Hardwired STO		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	5.90E-09	20	1) External monitoring equipment required - See product manual.
2) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. See IEC61508-4: 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN ISO 13849-1: 3.1.29 Test rate.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/2097-um002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Motion Control                                                                                                                                                                                   			Output
	Motion Control: Kinetix 350 Safe Torque Off - used as a BLOCK	Standard	2097 Kinetix 350 Hardwired STO - used as a BLOCK						20	1) External monitoring equipment required - See product manual.
2) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. See IEC61508-4: 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN ISO 13849-1: 3.1.29 Test rate.
3) When this Block is used as a channel of a dual channel subsystem, the output should be monitored, and DC should be evaluated according to the type of monitoring measure applied. For some devices, it may be necessary to use an interposing relay to invert the signal when connecting to a monitoring safety relay. 
See product manual and Rockwell Automation Safety Accelerator Toolkit for more information.	Device Type 2	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/2097-um002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Motion Control                                                                                                                                                                                   			Output	19348
	Motion Control: Kinetix 5100 Safe Torque Off	Standard	2198-E Kinetix 5100 Hardwired STO		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	9.60E-10	20	Determination of safety parameters is based on the assumption that the system operates in High-demand mode and that the safety function is requested at least once every three months.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/2198-um004_-en-p.pdf	Safety Motion Control                                                                                                                                                                                   	2198-Exxxx-ERS servo drives with hardwired safe torque-off for use in safety-related applications	Series A	Output
	Motion Control: Kinetix 5300 Safe Torque Off	Standard	2198-C Kinetix 5300 Hardwired STO		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	2.10E-11	20	Determination of safety parameters is based on the assumption that the system operates in High-demand mode and that the safety function is requested at least once per year.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/2198-um005_-en-p.pdf	Safety Motion Control                                                                                                                                                                                   	2198-Cxxxx-ERS servo drives with hardwired STO for use in safety-related applications	Series A	Output					92					1
	Motion Control: Kinetix 5500 ERS Safe Torque Off	Standard	2198-H***-ERS Kinetix 5500 Network STO		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	3.50E-10	20	Determination of safety parameters is based on the assumption that the system operates in High-demand mode and that the safety function is requested at least once every three months.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/2198-um001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Motion Control                                                                                                                                                                                   			Output
	Motion Control: Kinetix 5500 ERS Safe Torque Off - used as a BLOCK	Standard	2198-H***-ERS Kinetix 5500 Hardwired STO - used as a BLOCK						20	1) When this Block is used as a channel of a dual channel subsystem, the output should be monitored, and DC should be evaluated according to the type of monitoring measure applied. For some devices, it may be necessary to use an interposing relay to invert the signal when connecting to a monitoring safety relay. 
2) Determination of safety parameters is based on the assumption that the system operates in High-demand mode and that the safety function is requested at least once every three months.	Device Type 2	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/2198-um001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Motion Control                                                                                                                                                                                   			Output	326157
	Motion Control: Kinetix 5500 ERS2 Safe Torque Off	Standard	2198-H***-ERS2 Kinetix 5500 Network STO		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	1.54E-09	20	Determination of safety parameters is based on the assumption that the system operates in High-demand mode and that the safety function is requested at least once every three months.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/2198-um001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Motion Control                                                                                                                                                                                   			Output
	Motion Control: Kinetix 5700 ERS3 Safe Torque Off	Single Axis	2198-S***-ERS3 Kinetix 5700 Single Axis: Network or Hardwired STO		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	1.57E-09	20	Determination of safety parameters is based on the assumption that the system operates in High-demand mode and that the safety function is requested at least once every three months.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/2198-um002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Motion Control                                                                                                                                                                                   			Output
	Motion Control: Kinetix 5700 ERS3 Safe Torque Off	Dual Axis	2198-D***-ERS3 Kinetix 5700 Dual Axis: Network or Hardwired STO		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	1.64E-09	20	Determination of safety parameters is based on the assumption that the system operates in High-demand mode and that the safety function is requested at least once every three months.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/2198-um002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Motion Control                                                                                                                                                                                   			Output
	Motion Control: Kinetix 5700 ERS4 Speed Monitor	Safe Speed Monitor, Single Encoder	2198-S/D***-ERS4 STO/SS1 and Single Encoder Safe Monitoring Functions		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	3.85E-09	20	Determination of safety parameters is based on the assumption that the system operates in High-demand mode and that the safety function is requested at least once every three months.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/2198-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Motion Control                                                                                                                                                                                   	
	Motion Control: Kinetix 5700 ERS4 Speed Monitor	Safe Position Monitor	2198-S/D***-ERS4 STO/SS1 and Safe Monitoring Functions		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	3.85E-09	20	Determination of safety parameters is based on the assumption that the system operates in High-demand mode and that the safety function is requested at least once every three months.
Single- or dual-encoder position monitoring is limited to SIL2/PLd.  Drive does not perform position discrepancy checking.  See user manual - Achievable Safety Function Ratings.  	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/2198-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Motion Control                                                                                                                                                                                   
	Motion Control: Kinetix 5700 ERS4 Speed Monitor	Safe Speed Monitor, Dual Encoder	2198-S/D***-ERS4 STO/SS1 and Dual Encoder Safe Monitoring Functions		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	3.85E-09	20	Determination of safety parameters is based on the assumption that the system operates in High-demand mode and that the safety function is requested at least once every three months.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/2198-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Motion Control                                                                                                                                                                                   
	Motion Control: Kinetix 6000 Safe Torque Off	Standard	2094-A/B***S Kinetix 6000 Hardwired STO		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	2.60E-10	20	1) External monitoring equipment required – See product manual.
2) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1: 3.1.29 Test rate.
	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/gmc-rm002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Motion Control                                                                                                                                                                                   			Output
	Motion Control: Kinetix 6200 Safe Speed Monitor	Safe Speed Monitor, Single Encoder, Pulse Test OFF	2094-SE02F-M00-S1 Kinetix 6200 Hardwired Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	5.88E-09	20	The encoder must be added as separate subsystem.  Mechanical constraints and encoder rating can limit single encoder use to PLd, SIL2 for the encoder input subsystem.  Encoder Input performs feedback signal monitoring to achieve a DC of 90% or 99% depending on encoder type.  The diagnostic test interval is set to the demand rate of at least 0.5 years.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/2094-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Motion Control                                                                                                                                                                                   			Output
	Motion Control: Kinetix 6200 Safe Speed Monitor	Safe Speed Monitor, Single Encoder, Pulse Test ON	2094-SE02F-M00-S1 Kinetix 6200 Hardwired Speed Monitor		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	5.88E-09	20	The encoder must be added as separate subsystem.  Mechanical constraints and encoder rating can limit single encoder use to PLd, SIL2 for the encoder input subsystem.  By using a certified SIL3 encoder under specific conditions to ensure no loss of the feedback and with justifiable fault exclusions for shaft slippage and shaft breakage a SIL3 rating is possible.  Encoder Input performs feedback signal monitoring to achieve a DC of 90% or 99% depending on encoder type.  The diagnostic test interval is set to the demand rate of at least 0.5 years.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/2094-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Motion Control                                                                                                                                                                                   			Output
	Motion Control: Kinetix 6200 Safe Speed Monitor	Safe Speed Monitor, Dual Encoder, Pulse Test OFF	2094-SE02F-M00-S1 Kinetix 6200 Hardwired Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	2.37E-09	20	The encoders must be added as separate subsystem.  Mechanical constraints can limit encoder rating to PLd, SIL2 for the encoder input subsystem.  Encoder Inputs performs feedback signal monitoring to achieve a DC of 90% or 99% depending on encoder type.  The diagnostic test interval is set to the demand rate of at least 0.5 years.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/2094-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Motion Control                                                                                                                                                                                   			Output
	Motion Control: Kinetix 6200 Safe Speed Monitor	Safe Speed Monitor, Dual Encoder, Pulse Test ON	2094-SE02F-M00-S1 Kinetix 6200 Hardwired Speed Monitor		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	2.37E-09	20	The encoders must be added as separate subsystem.  Mechanical constraints can limit encoder rating to PLd, SIL2 for the encoder input subsystem.  Encoder Inputs performs feedback signal monitoring to achieve a DC of 90% or 99% depending on encoder type.  The diagnostic test interval is set to the demand rate of at least 0.5 years.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/2094-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Motion Control                                                                                                                                                                                   			Output
	Motion Control: Kinetix 6200 Safe Torque Off	Standard	2094-SE02F-M00-S0 Kinetix 6200 Hardwired STO		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	4.09E-09	20		Device Type 1	http://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/2094-rm002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Motion Control                                                                                                                                                                                   			Output
	Motion Control: Kinetix 6500 Safe Speed Monitor	Safe Speed Monitor, Single Encoder, Pulse Test OFF	2094-EN02D-M01-S1 Kinetix 6500 Hardwired Speed Monitor, Single Encoder		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	5.88E-09	20	The encoder must be added as separate subsystem.  Mechanical constraints and encoder rating can limit single encoder use to PLd, SIL2 for the encoder input subsystem.  Encoder Input performs feedback signal monitoring to achieve a DC of 90% or 99% depending on encoder type.  The diagnostic test interval is set to the demand rate of at least 0.5 years.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/2094-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Motion Control                                                                                                                                                                                   			Output
	Motion Control: Kinetix 6500 Safe Speed Monitor	Safe Speed Monitor, Single Encoder, Pulse Test ON	2094-EN02D-M01-S1 Kinetix 6500 Hardwired Speed Monitor		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	5.88E-09	20	The encoder must be added as separate subsystem.  Mechanical constraints and encoder rating can limit single encoder use to PLd, SIL2 for the encoder input subsystem.  By using a certified SIL3 encoder under specific conditions to ensure no loss of the feedback, and with justifiable fault exclusions for shaft slippage and shaft breakage, a SIL3 rating is possible.  Encoder Input performs feedback signal monitoring to achieve a DC of 90% or 99% depending on encoder type.  The diagnostic test interval is set to the demand rate of at least 0.5 years.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/2094-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Motion Control                                                                                                                                                                                   			Output
	Motion Control: Kinetix 6500 Safe Speed Monitor	Safe Speed Monitor, Dual Encoder, Pulse Test OFF	2094-EN02D-M01-S1 Kinetix 6500 Hardwired Speed Monitor		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	2.37E-09	20	The encoders must be added as separate subsystem.  Mechanical constraints can limit encoder rating to PLd, SIL2 for the encoder input subsystem.  Encoder Inputs performs feedback signal monitoring to achieve a DC of 90% or 99% depending on encoder type.  The diagnostic test interval is set to the demand rate of at least 0.5 years.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/2094-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Motion Control                                                                                                                                                                                   			Output
	Motion Control: Kinetix 6500 Safe Speed Monitor	Safe Speed Monitor, Dual Encoder, Pulse Test ON	2094-EN02D-M01-S1 K6500 Hardwired Speed Monitor		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	2.37E-09	20	The encoders must be added as separate subsystem.  Mechanical constraints can limit encoder rating to PLd, SIL2 for the encoder input subsystem.  Encoder Inputs performs feedback signal monitoring to achieve a DC of 90% or 99% depending on encoder type.  The diagnostic test interval is set to the demand rate of at least 0.5 years.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/2094-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Motion Control                                                                                                                                                                                   			Output
	Motion Control: Kinetix 6500 Safe Torque Off	Standard	2094-EN02D-M01-S0 Kinetix 6500 Hardwired STO		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	4.09E-09	20		Device Type 1	http://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/2094-rm002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Motion Control                                                                                                                                                                                   			Output
	Motion Control: Kinetix 7000 Safe Torque Off	Standard	2099-****S Kinetix 7000 Hardwired STO		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_3	3.80E-10	15	1) External monitoring equipment required – See product manual.
2) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1: 3.1.29 Test rate.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/gmc-rm002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Motion Control                                                                                                                                                                                   			Output
	Operator Interface: 2711T MobileView Enabling Switch	Standard	2711T-B10*, 2711T-F10*, 2711T-T10*	100000					20	1) The B10d values published in the user manual aligns with the typical values shown in ISO 13849-1, Table C.1 for Enabling Switches when they are designed to relevant standards and applied according to basic and well-tried principles.
2) The Mission Time stated is based on possible time-based degradation factors.  For usage-based degradation factors, refer to the calculated T10d value. Always use the lowest value (Mission Time or T10d) for calculation of SIL or PL.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/2711t-um001_-en-p.pdf	Enabling Switch			Input
	Operator Interface: 2711T MobileView E-Stop Switch	Standard	2711T-B10*, 2711T-F10*, 2711T-T10*	100000					20	1) The B10d values published in the user manual aligns with the typical values shown in ISO 13849-1, Table C.1 for Enabling Switches when they are designed to relevant standards and applied according to basic and well-tried principles.
2) The Mission Time stated is based on possible time-based degradation factors.  For usage-based degradation factors, refer to the calculated T10d value. Always use the lowest value (Mission Time or T10d) for calculation of SIL or PL.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/2711t-um001_-en-p.pdf	Emergency Stop Device                                                                                                                                                                                   			Input
	Operator Interface: 800P Palm Button	Standard	800P-F*, 800P-S*	1000000					20	1)  The B10d data is based on the default data from ISO 13849-1, Table C.1 for Push Buttons.
2)  Where the product has two electrical safety switching function channels, the B10d data given is based on a failure of either channel. It can be used to determine the MTTFd of each single channel and this will produce conservative data.
3)  The DC value given is for the device used as stand-alone. An increased DC value can be achieved by connection to external monitoring equipment.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/800-td010_-en-p.pdf	Operator Interface			Input
	Operator Interface: 800Z Zero-Force Touch Buttons	Standard	800Z*						20	1) The 800Z is only suitable for safety use when combined into a subsystem with a logic device to provide DC. 
2) The DC or SFF value given is for the device used on its own with no additional monitoring/diagnostic equipment.	Device Type 2	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/800-td010_-en-p.pdf	Operator Interface			Input	76
	Operator Interface: Lifeline 3	Standard	440E-D13*, 400E-D2*	2000000					20	1)  The data given is based on the use of fault exclusion at some single faults, for example, actuator or cam. Those faults are excluded due to strength and simplicity in accordance with EN SO 13849-2: 2008 Clause A.5.2 Table A4. Use of fault exclusion can limit maximum achievable PL to PLd. Therefore, subsystems intended to achieve PLe or SIL 3 may require the use of two separate devices 
(see EN ISO TR 23849).
2)  Where the product has two electrical safety switching function channels, the B10d data given is based on a failure of either channel. It can be used to determine the MTTFd of each single channel, and this will produce conservative data.
3)  The DC value given is for the device used as stand-alone. An increased DC value can be achieved by connection to external monitoring equipment.
 4)  B10d data is based on mechanical or minimal load, for example, safety monitoring relay unit.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/lflne3-in001_-en-p.pdf	Emergency Stop Device                                                                                                                                                                                   			Input
	Operator Interface: Lifeline 4	Standard	440E-L13*, 440E-L2*	2000000					20	1)  The data given is based on the use of fault exclusion at some single faults, for example, actuator or cam. Those faults are excluded due to strength and simplicity in accordance with EN SO 13849-2: 2008 Clause A.5.2 Table A4. Use of fault exclusion can limit maximum achievable PL to PLd. Therefore, subsystems intended to achieve PLe or SIL 3 may require the use of two separate devices 
(see EN ISO TR 23849).
2)  Where the product has two electrical safety switching function channels, the B10d data given is based on a failure of either channel. It can be used to determine the MTTFd of each single channel, and this will produce conservative data.
3)  The DC value given is for the device used as stand-alone. An increased DC value can be achieved by connection to external monitoring equipment.
4)  B10d data is based on mechanical or minimal load, for example, safety monitoring relay unit.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440e-in006_-en-p.pdf	Emergency Stop Device                                                                                                                                                                                   			Input
	Operator Interface: Lifeline 5	Standard	440E-LL5S*		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	1.30E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440e-in008_-en-p.pdf	Emergency Stop Device                                                                                                                                                                                   			Input
	Output Contactor: 100S-C09…C37: AC3 Load	Failure to open = dangerous fault	100S-C09…C37 at AC3						20	1) B10 Data shown for AC3 Load.  If other loading is used, refer to the load-life curves found in the product Technical Data.
2) B10 is known and 75% fail to open and 25% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/75%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/25%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			75	1300000
	Output Contactor: 100S-C09…C37: AC3 Load	Failure to close = dangerous fault	100S-C09…C37 at AC3						20	1) B10 Data shown for AC3 Load.  If other loading is used, refer to the load-life curves found in the product Technical Data.
2) B10 is known and 75% fail to open and 25% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/75%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/25%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			25	1300000
	Output Contactor: 100S-C09…C55: Mechanical	Failure to open = dangerous fault	100S-C09…C55 Mechanical						20	1) B10 Data shown is for no load, mechanical switching.
2) B10 is known and 50% fail to open and 50% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/50%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/50%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			50	13000000
	Output Contactor: 100S-C09…C55: Mechanical	Failure to close = dangerous fault	100S-C09…C55 Mechanical						20	1) B10 Data shown is for no load, mechanical switching.
2) B10 is known and 50% fail to open and 50% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/50%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/50%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			50	13000000
	Output Contactor: 100S-C43, C60, C70, C85, C97: AC3 Load	Failure to open = dangerous fault	100S-C43,C60,C70, C85, C97 at AC3 						20	1) B10 Data shown for AC3 Load.  If other loading is used, refer to the load-life curves found in the product Technical Data.
2) B10 is known and 75% fail to open and 25% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/75%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/25%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			75	1000000
	Output Contactor: 100S-C43, C60, C70, C85, C97: AC3 Load	Failure to close = dangerous fault	100S-C43,C60,C70, C85, C97 at AC3 						20	1) B10 Data shown for AC3 Load.  If other loading is used, refer to the load-life curves found in the product Technical Data.
2) B10 is known and 75% fail to open and 25% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/75%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/25%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			25	1000000
	Output Contactor: 100S-C55: AC3 Load	Failure to open = dangerous fault	100S-C55 at AC3						20	1) B10 Data shown for AC3 Load.  If other loading is used, refer to the load-life curves found in the product Technical Data.
2) B10 is known and 75% fail to open and 25% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/75%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/25%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			75	800000
	Output Contactor: 100S-C55: AC3 Load	Failure to close = dangerous fault	100S-C55 at AC3						20	1) B10 Data shown for AC3 Load.  If other loading is used, refer to the load-life curves found in the product Technical Data.
2) B10 is known and 75% fail to open and 25% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/75%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/25%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			25	800000
	Output Contactor: 100S-C60 to C97: Mechanical	Failure to close = dangerous fault	100S-C60…C97 Mechanical						20	1) B10 Data shown is for no load, mechanical switching.
2) B10 is known and 50% fail to open and 50% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/50%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/50%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			50	6000000
	Output Contactor: 100S-C60…C97: Mechanical	Failure to open = dangerous fault	100S-C60…C97 Mechanical						20	1) B10 Data shown is for no load, mechanical switching.
2) B10 is known and 50% fail to open and 50% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/50%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/50%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			50	6000000
	Output Contactor: 100S-D115 to D300 at AC3 - Without Electronic coil interface	Failure  to open = dangerous fault	100S-D115…D300 at AC3 - Without Electronic coil interface	1070000					20	1)The MTTFd value for the electronic controlled coil must be added as a separate block or element when the interface function is used.
2) B10d = failure to open = dangerous failure.
3) Category 1 applies  where the combination of the usage rate and the  B10D value results in an MTTFd equal to or greater than 30 years.
4) The DC value given is for the device used on its own with no additional monitoring/diagnostic equipment. An increased value for DC can be achieved by direct monitoring, that is, connection of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts to external monitoring equipment. In most cases, redundant devices or a second switch-off path this will be required. It assumes a maximum diagnostic test interval of 6 months. It assumes the monitoring of all dangerous single fault modes. The maximum value given will not be achievable if it can be foreseen that some single faults will not be detected.
5) If using electronic coil add additional 100S-D***E electronic coil block to each channel using this block.  (2 blocks)	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output
	Output Contactor: 100S-D420 at AC3 - Without Electronic coil interface	Standard	100S-D420 at AC3 - Without Electronic coil interface	800000					20	1)The MTTFd value for the electronic controlled coil must be added as a separate block or element when the interface function is used.
2) B10d = failure to open = dangerous failure.
3) Category 1 applies  where the combination of the usage rate and the  B10D value results in an MTTFd equal to or greater than 30 years.
4) The DC value given is for the device used on its own with no additional monitoring/diagnostic equipment. An increased value for DC can be achieved by direct monitoring, that is, connection of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts to external monitoring equipment. In most cases, redundant devices or a second switch-off path this will be required. It assumes a maximum diagnostic test interval of 6 months. It assumes the monitoring of all dangerous single fault modes. The maximum value given will not be achievable if it can be foreseen that some single faults will not be detected.
5) If using electronic coil add additional 100S-D***E electronic coil block to each channel using this block.  (2 blocks)	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output
	Output Contactor: 100S-E09 to E96 at AC3	Standard	100S-E09 to E96 at AC3	1330000					20	1) B10 is known and 75% fail to open and 25% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/75%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/25%)
2) Category 1 applies where the combination of the usage rate and the  B10D value results in an MTTFd equal to or greater than 30 years.
3) The DC value given is for the device used on its own with no additional monitoring/diagnostic equipment. An increased value for DC can be achieved by direct monitoring, that is, connection of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts to external monitoring equipment. In most cases, redundant devices or a second switch-off path will be required. It assumes a maximum diagnostic test interval of 6 months. It assumes the monitoring of all dangerous single fault modes. The maximum value given will not be achievable if it can be foreseen that some single faults will not be detected.
4) All electronic coils have compoents with a separate reliability (MTTFD) value which may impact the overall system reliability.  To fully account for this, the appropriate Electronic Coil data based on frame size should be added to each channel.  The result is a two-block channel for each subsystem.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output
	Output Contactor: 100S-E09…E38: Mechanical	Standard	100S-E09…E38 Mechanical	20000000					20	1) B10 Data shown is for no load, mechanical switching.
2) B10 is known and 50% fail to open and 50% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/50%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/50%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output
	Output Contactor: 100S-E40…E96: Mechanical	Standard	100S-E40…E96 Mechanical	8000000					20	1) B10 Data shown is for no load, mechanical switching.
2) B10 is known and 50% fail to open and 50% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/50%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/50%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output
	Output Contactor: 100S-E116 to E205: Mechanical	Failure to open = dangerous fault	100S-E116…E205 Mechanical						20	1) B10 Data shown is for no load, mechanical switching.
2) B10 is known and 50% fail to open and 50% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/50%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/50%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			50	5.0E6
	Output Contactor: 100S-E116…E205: Mechanical	Failure to close = dangerous fault	100S-E116…E205 Mechanical						20	1) B10 Data shown is for no load, mechanical switching.
2) B10 is known and 50% fail to open and 50% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/50%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/50%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			50	5.0E6
	Output Contactor: 100S-E116…E370: 50% max. AC3 Load	Failure to open = dangerous fault	100S-E116…E370 at AC3 						20	1) B10 Data shown is for 50% of AC3 Load.  If other loading is used, refer to the load-life curves found in the product Technical Data.
2) B10 is known and 75% fail to open and 25% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/75%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/25%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			75	1.0E6
	Output Contactor: 100S-E116…E370: 50% max. AC3 Load	Failure to close = dangerous fault	100S-E116…E370 at AC3						20	1) B10 Data shown is for 50% of AC3 Load.  If other loading is used, refer to the load-life curves found in the product Technical Data.
2) B10 is known and 75% fail to open and 25% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/75%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/25%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			25	1.0E6
	Output Contactor: 100S-E265…E370: Mechanical	Failure to open = dangerous fault	100S-E265…E370 Mechanical						20	1) B10 Data shown is for no load, mechanical switching.
2) B10 is known and 50% fail to open and 50% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/50%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/50%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			50	2.5E6
	Output Contactor: 100S-E265…E370: Mechanical	Failure to close = dangerous fault	100S-E265…E370 Mechanical						20	1) B10 Data shown is for no load, mechanical switching.
2) B10 is known and 50% fail to open and 50% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/50%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/50%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			50	2.5E6
	Output Contactor: 100S-E400 to E750: 50% max. AC3 Load	Failure to open = dangerous fault	100S-E400 to E750 at AC3						20	1) B10 Data shown is for 50% of AC3 Load.  If other loading is used, refer to the load-life curves found in the product Technical Data.
2) B10 is known and 75% fail to open and 25% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/75%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/25%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			75	5.0E5															175200
	Output Contactor: 100S-E400…E460: Mechanical	Failure to open = dangerous fault	100S-E400…E460 Mechanical						20	1) B10 Data shown is for no load, mechanical switching.
2) B10 is known and 50% fail to open and 50% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/50%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/50%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			50	3.0E6
	Output Contactor: 100S-E400…E460: Mechanical	Failure to close = dangerous fault	100S-E400…E460 Mechanical						20	1) B10 Data shown is for no load, mechanical switching.
2) B10 is known and 50% fail to open and 50% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/50%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/50%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			50	3.0E6
	Output Contactor: 100S-E400…E750: 50% max. AC3 Load	Failure to close = dangerous fault	100S-E400…E750 at AC3						20	1) B10d Data shown is for 50% of AC3 Load.  If other loading is used, refer to the load-life curves found in the product Technical Data.
2) B10 is known and 75% fail to open and 25% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/75%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/25%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			25	5.0E5															175200
	Output Contactor: 100S-E570 to E750: Mechanical	Failure to close = dangerous fault	100S-E570 to E750 Mechanical						20	1) B10 Data shown is for no load, mechanical switching.
2) B10 is known and 50% fail to open and 50% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/50%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/50%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			50	7.0E5															175200
	Output Contactor: 100S-E570…E750: Mechanical	Failure to open = dangerous fault	100S-E570…E750 Mechanical						20	1) B10 Data shown is for no load, mechanical switching.
2) B10 is known and 50% fail to open and 50% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/50%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/50%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			50	7.0E5
	Output Contactor: 104S-C09 to C37: AC3 Load	Failure to close = dangerous fault	104S-C09 to C37 at AC3						20	1) B10 Data shown for AC3 Load.  If other loading is used, refer to the load-life curves found in the product Technical Data.
2) B10 is known and 75% fail to open and 25% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/75%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/25%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			25	1300000															175200
	Output Contactor: 104S-C09…C37: AC3 Load	Failure to open = dangerous fault	104S-C09…C37 at AC3						20	1) B10 Data shown for AC3 Load.  If other loading is used, refer to the load-life curves found in the product Technical Data.
2) B10 is known and 75% fail to open and 25% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/75%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/25%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			75	1300000															175200
	Output Contactor: 104S-C09…C55: Mechanical	Failure to open = dangerous fault	104S-C09…C55 Mechanical						20	1) B10 Data shown is for no load, mechanical switching.
2) B10 is known and 50% fail to open and 50% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/50%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/50%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			50	13000000
	Output Contactor: 104S-C09…C55: Mechanical	Failure to close = dangerous fault	104S-C09…C55 Mechanical						20	1) B10 Data shown is for no load, mechanical switching.
2) B10 is known and 50% fail to open and 50% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/50%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/50%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			50	13000000
	Output Contactor: 104S-C43, C60, C70, C85, C97: AC3 Load	Failure to open = dangerous fault	104S-C43, C60, C70, C85, C97 at AC3						20	1) B10 Data shown for AC3 Load.  If other loading is used, refer to the load-life curves found in the product Technical Data.
2) B10 is known and 75% fail to open and 25% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/75%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/25%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			75	1000000
	Output Contactor: 104S-C43, C60, C70, C85, C97: AC3 Load	Failure to close = dangerous fault	104S-C43, C60, C70, C85, C97 at AC3						20	1) B10 Data shown for AC3 Load.  If other loading is used, refer to the load-life curves found in the product Technical Data.
2) B10 is known and 75% fail to open and 25% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/75%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/25%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			25	1000000
	Output Contactor: 104S-C55: AC3 Load	Failure to open = dangerous fault	104S-C55 at AC3						20	1) B10 Data shown for AC3 Load.  If other loading is used, refer to the load-life curves found in the product Technical Data.
2) B10 is known and 75% fail to open and 25% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/75%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/25%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			75	800000
	Output Contactor: 104S-C55: AC3 Load	Failure to close = dangerous fault	104S-C55 at AC3						20	1) B10 Data shown for AC3 Load.  If other loading is used, refer to the load-life curves found in the product Technical Data.
2) B10 is known and 75% fail to open and 25% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/75%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/25%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			25	800000
	Output Contactor: 104S-C60…C97: Mechanical	Failure to open = dangerous fault	104S-C60…C97 Mechanical						20	1) B10 Data shown is for no load, mechanical switching.
2) B10 is known and 50% fail to open and 50% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/50%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/50%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			50	6000000
	Output Contactor: 104S-C60…C97: Mechanical	Failure to close = dangerous fault	104S-C60…C97 Mechanical						20	1) B10 Data shown is for no load, mechanical switching.
2) B10 is known and 50% fail to open and 50% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/50%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/50%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			50	6000000
	Output Contactor: 104S-E09…E96 at AC3	Standard	104S-E09…E96 at AC3	1330000					20	1) B10 is known and 75% fail to open and 25% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/75%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/25%)
2) Category 1 applies where the combination of the usage rate and the  B10D value results in an MTTFd equal to or greater than 30 years.
3) The DC value given is for the device used on its own with no additional monitoring/diagnostic equipment. An increased value for DC can be achieved by direct monitoring, that is, connection of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts to external monitoring equipment. In most cases, redundant devices or a second switch-off path will be required. It assumes a maximum diagnostic test interval of 6 months. It assumes the monitoring of all dangerous single fault modes. The maximum value given will not be achievable if it can be foreseen that some single faults will not be detected.
4) All electronic coils have compoents with a separate reliability (MTTFD) value which may impact the overall system reliability.  To fully account for this, the appropriate Electronic Coil data based on frame size should be added to each channel.  The result is a two-block channel for each subsystem.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output
	Output Contactor: 104S-E09…E96: Mechanical	Standard	100S-E09…E96 Mechanical	5000000					20	1) B10 Data shown is for no load, mechanical switching.
2) B10 is known and 50% fail to open and 50% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/50%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/50%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output
	Output Contactor: 300S-CO…DO: Mechanical	Standard	300S-CO…DO Mechanical	8000000					20	1) B10 Data shown is for no load, mechanical switching.
2) B10 is known and 50% fail to open and 50% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/50%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/50%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/300-td003_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output
	Output Contactor: 300S-EO: Mechanical	Failure to open = dangerous fault	300S-EO Mechanical						20	1) B10 Data shown is for no load, mechanical switching.
2) B10 is known and 50% fail to open and 50% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/50%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/50%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/300-td003_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			50	5.00E+06
	Output Contactor: 300S-EO: Mechanical	Failure to close = dangerous fault	300S-EO Mechanical						20	1) B10 Data shown is for no load, mechanical switching.
2) B10 is known and 50% fail to open and 50% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/50%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/50%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/300-td003_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			50	5.00E+06
	Output Contactor: 300S-EO…FO: 50% max. AC3 Load	Failure to open = dangerous fault	300S-EO…FO at AC3						20	1) B10 Data shown is for 50% of AC3 Load.  If other loading is used, refer to the load-life curves found in the product Technical Data.
2) B10 is known and 75% fail to open and 25% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/75%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/25%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/300-td003_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			75	1.00E+06
	Output Contactor: 300S-EO…FO: 50% max. AC3 Load	Failure to close = dangerous fault	300S-EO…FO at AC3						20	1) B10 Data shown is for 50% of AC3 Load.  If other loading is used, refer to the load-life curves found in the product Technical Data.
2) B10 is known and 75% fail to open and 25% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/75%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/25%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/300-td003_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			25	1.00E+06
	Output Contactor: 300S-FO: Mechanical	Failure to open = dangerous fault	300S-FO Mechanical						20	1) B10 Data shown is for no load, mechanical switching.
2) B10 is known and 50% fail to open and 50% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/50%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/50%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/300-td003_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			50	2.50E+06
	Output Contactor: 300S-FO: Mechanical	Failure to close = dangerous fault	300S-FO Mechanical						20	1) B10 Data shown is for no load, mechanical switching.
2) B10 is known and 50% fail to open and 50% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/50%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/50%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/300-td003_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			50	2.50E+06
	Output Contactor: 300S-GO: Mechanical	Failure to open = dangerous fault	300S-GO Mechanical						20	1) B10 Data shown is for no load, mechanical switching.
2) B10 is known and 50% fail to open and 50% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/50%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/50%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/300-td003_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			50	3.00E+06
	Output Contactor: 300S-GO: Mechanical	Failure to close = dangerous fault	300S-GO Mechanical						20	1) B10 Data shown is for no load, mechanical switching.
2) B10 is known and 50% fail to open and 50% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/50%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/50%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/300-td003_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			50	3.00E+06
	Output Contactor: 300S-GO…HO: 50% max. AC3 Load	Failure to open = dangerous fault	300S-GO…HO at AC3						20	1) B10 Data shown is for 50% of AC3 Load.  If other loading is used, refer to the load-life curves found in the product Technical Data.
2) B10 is known and 75% fail to open and 25% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/75%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/25%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/300-td003_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			75	5.50E+05
	Output Contactor: 300S-GO…HO: 50% max. AC3 Load	Failure to close = dangerous fault	300S-GO…HO at AC3						20	1) B10d Data shown is for 50% of AC3 Load.  If other loading is used, refer to the load-life curves found in the product Technical Data.
2) B10 is known and 75% fail to open and 25% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/75%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/25%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/300-td003_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			25	5.50E+05
	Output Contactor: 300S-HO: Mechanical	Failure to open = dangerous fault	300S-HO Mechanical						20	1) B10 Data shown is for no load, mechanical switching.
2) B10 is known and 50% fail to open and 50% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/50%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/50%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/300-td003_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			50	7.00E+05
	Output Contactor: 300S-HO: Mechanical	Failure to close = dangerous fault	300S-HO Mechanical						20	1) B10 Data shown is for no load, mechanical switching.
2) B10 is known and 50% fail to open and 50% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/50%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/50%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/300-td003_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			50	7.00E+05
	Output Contactor: 300S-TO…BO: Mechanical	Standard	300S-TO…BO Mechanical	20000000					20	1) B10 Data shown is for no load, mechanical switching.
2) B10 is known and 50% fail to open and 50% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/50%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/50%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/300-td003_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output
	Output Contactor: 300S-TO…DO at AC3	Standard	300S-TO…DO at AC3	1330000					20	1) B10 is known and 75% fail to open and 25% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/75%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/25%)
2) Category 1 applies where the combination of the usage rate and the  B10D value results in an MTTFd equal to or greater than 30 years.
3) The DC value given is for the device used on its own with no additional monitoring/diagnostic equipment. An increased value for DC can be achieved by direct monitoring, that is, connection of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts to external monitoring equipment. In most cases, redundant devices or a second switch-off path will be required. It assumes a maximum diagnostic test interval of 6 months. It assumes the monitoring of all dangerous single fault modes. The maximum value given will not be achievable if it can be foreseen that some single faults will not be detected.
4) All electronic coils have compoents with a separate reliability (MTTFD) value which may impact the overall system reliability.  To fully account for this, the appropriate Electronic Coil data based on frame size should be added to each channel.  The result is a two-block channel for each subsystem.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/300-td003_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output
	Output Contactor: Electronic Coil for 100S-E09… E38 Contactors	Standard	Electronic Coil for 100S-E09…E38 Contactors						20	1) The MTTFD value for the electronic coil should be added as a separate block or element.
2) The data given applies to the following coil electonic codes: KJ, EJ, QJ, EQ, KY, KD, KN.
3) Each channel must include this electronic coil and the main power contactor as a two-block channel.	Device Type 2	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output	2987
	Output Contactor: Electronic Coil for 100S-E116…E750 Contactors	Standard	Electronic Coil for 100S-E116…E750 Contactors						20	1) The MTTFD value for the electronic coil should be added as a separate block or element.
2) The data given applies to the following coil electonic codes: KJ, EJ, QJ, EQ, KY, KD, KN.
3) Each channel must include this electronic coil and the main power contactor as a two-block channel.	Device Type 2	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output	4648
	Output Contactor: Electronic Coil for 100S-E40… E96 Contactors	Standard	Electronic Coil for 100S-E40…E96 Contactors						20	1) The MTTFD value for the electronic coil should be added as a separate block or element.
2) The data given applies to the following coil electonic codes: KJ, EJ, QJ, EQ, KY, KD, KN.
3) Each channel must include this electronic coil and the main power contactor as a two-block channel.	Device Type 2	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output	1945
	Output Contactor: Electronic Coil for 104S-E09… E38 Contactors	Standard	Electronic Coil for 104S-E09… E38 Contactors						20	1) The MTTFD value for the electronic coil should be added as a separate block or element.
2) The data given applies to the following coil electonic codes: KJ, EJ, QJ, EQ, KY, KD, KN.
3) Each channel must include this electronic coil and the main power contactor as a two-block channel.	Device Type 2	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output	2987
	Output Contactor: Electronic Coil for 104S-E116… E750 Contactors	Standard	Electronic Coil for 100S-E116…E750 Contactors						20	1) The MTTFD value for the electronic coil should be added as a separate block or element.
2) The data given applies to the following coil electonic codes: KJ, EJ, QJ, EQ, KY, KD, KN.
3) Each channel must include this electronic coil and the main power contactor as a two-block channel.	Device Type 2	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output	4648
	Output Contactor: Electronic Coil for 104S-E40…E96 Contactors	Standard	Electronic Coil for 104S-E40…E96 Contactors						20	1) The MTTFD value for the electronic coil should be added as a separate block or element.
2) The data given applies to the following coil electonic codes: KJ, EJ, QJ, EQ, KY, KD, KN.
3) Each channel must include this electronic coil and the main power contactor as a two-block channel.	Device Type 2	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output	1945
	Output Contactor: Electronic Coil for 300S-CO…DO Contactors	Standard	Electronic Coil for 300S-CO… DO Contactors						20	1) The MTTFD value for the electronic coil should be added as a separate block or element.
2) The data given applies to the following coil electonic codes: KJ, EJ, QJ, EQ, KY, KD, KN.
3) Each channel must include this electronic coil and the main power contactor as a two-block channel.	Device Type 2	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/300-td003_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output	1945
	Output Contactor: Electronic Coil for 300S-EO…HO Contactors	Standard	Electronic Coil for 100S-E116…E750 Contactors						20	1) The MTTFD value for the electronic coil should be added as a separate block or element.
2) The data given applies to the following coil electonic codes: KJ, EJ, QJ, EQ, KY, KD, KN.
3) Each channel must include this electronic coil and the main power contactor as a two-block channel.	Device Type 2	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/300-td003_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output	4648
	Output Contactor: Electronic Coil for 300S-TO…BO Contactors	Standard	Electronic Coil for 300S-TO… BO Contactors						20	1) The MTTFD value for the electronic coil should be added as a separate block or element.
2) The data given applies to the following coil electonic codes: KJ, EJ, QJ, EQ, KY, KD, KN.
3) Each channel must include this electronic coil and the main power contactor as a two-block channel.	Device Type 2	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/300-td003_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output	2987
	POINT Guard I/O Safety Module Analog	Single Channel	1734-IE4S Series A		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	5.60E-11	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1734-um013_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        		Series A	Logic
	POINT Guard I/O Safety Module Analog	Dual Channel	1734-IE4S Series A		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	3.90E-11	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1734-um013_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        		Series A	Logic
	POINT Guard I/O Safety Module Digital	Standard	1734-IB8S Series A		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	5.10E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1734-um013_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        		Series A	Logic
	POINT Guard I/O Safety Module Digital	Dual Channel	1734-IB8S Series B		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	1.20E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1734-um013_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        		Series B	Logic
	POINT Guard I/O Safety Module Digital	Single Channel	1734-IB8S Series B		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_2	5.61E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1734-um013_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        		Series B	Logic
	POINT Guard I/O Safety Module Digital	Standard	1734-OB8S Series A		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	5.14E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1734-um013_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        		Series A	Logic
	POINT Guard I/O Safety Module Digital	Dual Channel	1734-OB8S Series B		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	1.20E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1734-um013_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        		Series B	Logic
	POINT Guard I/O Safety Module Digital	Single Channel	1734-OB8S Series B		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_2	4.62E-09	20	Single-channel mode is only certified for functional safety applications with process safety times greater than or equal to 600 ms; OR, applications with demand rates less than or equal to 1 demand per minute.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1734-um013_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        		Series B	Logic
	POINT Guard I/O Safety Module Digital	Standard	1734-OBV2S Series B		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	1.64E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/1734-um013_-en-p.pdf	Safety Input/Output (I/O) Module                                                                                                                                                                        		Series B	Logic
	Presence Sensing: SafeZone 3 CIP Safety Laser Scanner	Standard	442L-SZNMZCP, 442L-SZNCPMOD		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	8.00E-08	20	Data is for safety scanner and system plug as a single subsystem.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/442l-um008_-en-p.pdf	Safety Laser Scanner                                                                                                                                                                                    			Input
	Presence Sensing: SafeZone 442L-S Singlezone/Multizone Laser Scanner	Standard	442L-SFZNMZ, 442L-SFZNSZ		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	8.00E-08	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/442l-um003_-en-p.pdf	Safety Laser Scanner                                                                                                                                                                                    			Input
	Presence Sensing: SafeZone Mini 442L Laser Scanner	Standard	442L-SFZNMN		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	8.00E-08	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/442l-um005_-en-p.pdf	Safety Laser Scanner                                                                                                                                                                                    			Input
	Presence Sensing: SC300 Safety Sensor	Standard	442L-SAFCAM1		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	5.60E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/442l-um004_-en-p.pdf	Safety Sensor			Input																			175200
	Safedge System: Safedge 400F-C25 Controller	Standard	440F-C25*		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	7.70E-09	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.
2) The PFHd given is the sum of the PFHd of the electronic aspects and the PFHd resulting from the B10d values of the two output relays based on a maximum usage rate of 8760 operations per year at AC15 1A 230V AC or at DC13 1.5 A 24V DC. For greater usage rates or loads, please contact Rockwell Automation for more information. 
Data from Report-No.: 968/FSP 1001.00/15	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/440f-um002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Edge                                                                                                                                                                              			Input																			175200
	Safety Edge: Safedge 440F-E Edge	Standard	440F-E*	20000					20	1) The Safedge sensor must only be used with a suitable edge controller such as the 440F-C25*.
2) The PFH for the Safedge sensors and the controller should be calculated as separate subsystems.
3) The T10d should be used if it is less than the given mission time.
4) A manual test of the safety function must be performed at least once per week.
Data from Report-No.: 968/FSP 1001.00/15	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/440f-um002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Edge                                                                                                                                                                              			Input																			175200
	Safety Encoder: MMA motors 	Standard	MMA-Bxxxxxx-S2x, MMA-Bxxxxxx-M2x 		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	1.70E-08	20	1) Must be operated in combination with safe drive / control components including safe signal processing and suitable means for diagnostics and control of failures.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/mm-in001_-en-p.pdf	Encoder                                                                                                                                                                                                 			Input
	Safety Encoder: VPC motors Continuous Duty	Standard	VPC-xxxxxx-Qx		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	3.80E-08	20	1) Q encoders have 12 bit safety resolution.
2) Must be operated in combination with safe drive / control components including safe signal processing and suitable means for diagnostics and control of failures.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/vpc-in001_-en-p.pdf	Encoder                                                                                                                                                                                                 			Input
	Safety Encoder: VPF motors Food Grade	Frame 100…165	VPF-xxxxxx-Qx		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	3.80E-08	20	1) W encoders have 9 bit safety resolution.  Q encoders have 12 bit safety resolution.
2) Must be operated in combination with safe drive / control components including safe signal processing and suitable means for diagnostics and control of failures.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/vpf-in001_-en-p.pdf	Encoder                                                                                                                                                                                                 			Input
	Safety Encoder: VPF motors Food Grade	Frame 63…75	VPF-xxxxxx-Wx		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	4.00E-08	20	1) W encoders have 9 bit safety resolution.  Q encoders have 12 bit safety resolution.
2) Must be operated in combination with safe drive / control components including safe signal processing and suitable means for diagnostics and control of failures	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/vpf-in001_-en-p.pdf	Encoder                                                                                                                                                                                                 			Input
	Safety Encoder: VPH motors	Frame 63…75	VPH-xxxxxx-Wx		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	4.00E-08	20	1) W encoders have 9 bit safety resolution.
2) Must be operated in combination with safe drive / control components including safe signal processing and suitable means for diagnostics and control of failures.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/vph-in001_-en-p.pdf	Encoder                                                                                                                                                                                                 			Input
	Safety Encoder: VPH motors 	Frame 100…165	VPH-xxxxxx-Qx		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	3.80E-08	20	1) Q encoders have 12 bit safety resolution
2) Must be operated in combination with safe drive / control components including safe signal processing and suitable means for diagnostics and control of failures.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/vph-in001_-en-p.pdf	Encoder                                                                                                                                                                                                 			Input
	Safety Encoder: VPL motors	Frame 63…75	VPL-xxxxxx-Wx		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	4.00E-08	20	1) W encoders have 9 bit safety resolution.
2) Must be operated in combination with safe drive / control components including safe signal processing and suitable means for diagnostics and control of failures.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/vpl-in001_-en-p.pdf	Encoder                                                                                                                                                                                                 			Input
	Safety Encoder: VPL motors 	Frame 100…165	VPL-xxxxxx-Qx		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	3.80E-08	20	1) Q encoders have 12 bit safety resolution.
2) Must be operated in combination with safe drive / control components including safe signal processing and suitable means for diagnostics and control of failures.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/vpl-in001_-en-p.pdf	Encoder                                                                                                                                                                                                 			Input
	Safety Mat: MatGuard 440F-C28 Mat Manager	Standard	440F-C280*		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	3.40E-09	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.
2) The PFHd given is the sum of the PFHd of the electronic aspects and the PFHd resulting from the B10d values of the two output relays based on a maximum usage rate of 8760 operations per year at AC15 1A 230V AC or at DC13 1.5 A 24V DC. For greater usage rates or loads, please contact Rockwell Automation for more information. 
Data from Report-No.: 968/M 397.00/13.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/440f-um001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Mat			Logic
	Safety Mat: MatGuard 440F-C4 Controller	Standard	440F-C4000*		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	1.60E-08	20	1) Some aspects of the diagnostic testing of electromechanical inputs or outputs are initiated by usage. Therefore, the Diagnostic Test Interval is equal to the time period between the operations of the device safety function. For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 6 months. 
See IEC61508-4 3.8.7 Diagnostic Test interval and EN13849-1 3.1.29 Test rate.
2) The PFHd given is the sum of the PFHd of the electronic aspects and the PFHd resulting from the B10d values of the two output relays based on a maximum usage rate of 8760 operations per year at AC15 1A 230V AC or at DC13 1.5 A 24V DC. For greater usage rates or loads, please contact Rockwell Automation for more information. 
Data from Report-No.: 968/M 397.00/13.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/matgrd-in001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Mat			Logic
	Safety Mat: MatGuard 440F-M Mats	Standard	440F-M*	200000					20	1) The MatGuard sensor mats must only be used with a suitable mat controller such as the 440F-C4000x or 440F-C280xx controller.
2) The PFH for the MatGuard sensors and the mat controller should be calculated as separate subsystems.
3) The T10d should be used if it is less than the given mission time.
4) A manual test of the safety function must be performed at least once per week.
5) Fault tolerance is based on the use of fault exclusion regarding insulation between internal mat sensor plates. The fault is excluded in accordance with and EN ISO 13849-2: 2012 Table D8 and ISO 13856-1:2013.
Data from Report-No.: 968/M 397.00/13.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/matgrd-in001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Mat			Input
	Safety PLC: Compact GuardLogix 1768-L4xS	Standard	1768-L4xS		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	2.00E-10	20	Safety-related embedded software requirements up to PLe are fulfilled.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/1756-rm093_-en-p.pdf	Safety Programmable Controller                                                                                                                                                                          			Logic
	Safety PLC: Compact GuardLogix 5370	Standard	1769-L3xERMS		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	1.50E-09	20	Safety-related embedded software requirements up to PLe are fulfilled.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/1756-rm099_-en-p.pdf	Safety Programmable Controller                                                                                                                                                                          			Logic
	Safety PLC: Compact GuardLogix 5380 SIL2 PLd	Standard	5069-L3xS2		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	7.23E-09	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/1756-rm012_-en-p.pdf	Safety Programmable Controller                                                                                                                                                                          			Logic
	Safety PLC: Compact GuardLogix 5380 SIL3 PLe	Standard	5069-L3xS3		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	6.45E-11	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/1756-rm012_-en-p.pdf	Safety Programmable Controller                                                                                                                                                                          			Logic					90.0	6.13E-07			6.45E-11	1		6.26E-06		90	6.26E-07
	Safety PLC: GuardLogix 1756-L6xS & LSP	Standard	1756-L6xS & LSP		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	2.00E-10	20	Safety-related embedded software requirements up to PLe are fulfilled	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/1756-rm093_-en-p.pdf	Safety Programmable Controller                                                                                                                                                                          			Logic
	Safety PLC: GuardLogix 1756-L7xS & L7SP	Standard	1756-L7xS & L7SP		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	1.20E-09	20	Safety-related embedded software requirements up to PLe are fulfilled	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/1756-rm099_-en-p.pdf	Safety Programmable Controller                                                                                                                                                                          			Logic
	Safety PLC: GuardLogix 1756-L8xES & L8SP SIL3 PLe	Standard	1756-L8xES & L8SP		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	7.38E-11	20	Safety-related embedded software requirements up to PLe are fulfilled.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/1756-rm012_-en-p.pdf	Safety Programmable Controller                                                                                                                                                                          			Logic
	Safety PLC: GuardLogix 1756-L8xES SIL2 PLd	Standard	1756-L8xES		PL_d	SIL_2	CAT_3	6.40E-09	20	Safety-related embedded software requirements up to PLd are fulfilled.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/1756-rm012_-en-p.pdf	Safety Programmable Controller                                                                                                                                                                          			Logic
	Safety PLC: GuardPLC 1200: Discontinued	Standard	1754		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	3.10E-09	10	Bulletin 1754 GuardPLC 1200 Controllers are discontinued and no longer available for sale. 
Safety-related embedded software requirements up to PLe are fulfilled.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/1753-rm002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Programmable Controller                                                                                                                                                                          			Logic
	Safety PLC: GuardPLC 1600	Standard	1753-L28		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	3.90E-09	10	Safety-related embedded software requirements up to PLe are fulfilled.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/1753-rm002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Programmable Controller                                                                                                                                                                          			Logic
	Safety PLC: GuardPLC 1800	Standard	1753-32		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	5.70E-09	10	Safety-related embedded software requirements up to PLe are fulfilled.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/1753-rm002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Programmable Controller                                                                                                                                                                          			Logic
	Safety PLC: GuardPLC 2000: Discontinued	Standard	1755		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	4.40E-09	10	Bulletin 1755 GuardPLC 2000 Controllers are discontinued and no longer available for sale. 
Safety-related embedded software requirements up to PLe are fulfilled.
	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/1753-rm002_-en-p.pdf	Safety Programmable Controller                                                                                                                                                                          			Logic
	Safety PLC: SmartGuard 600 DeviceNet	Standard	1752-L24BBB		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	3.90E-10	20	Safety-related embedded software requirements up to PLe are fulfilled.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/1752-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Programmable Controller                                                                                                                                                                          			Logic
	Safety PLC: SmartGuard 600 EtherNet/IP	Standard	1752-L24BBBE		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	3.90E-10	20		Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/rm/1752-rm001_-en-p.pdf	Safety Programmable Controller                                                                                                                                                                          			Logic
	Sipha Control Unit:	Sipha 1	440N-S32013		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	5.50E-09	20	For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 1 months. 
The PFHd given is the sum of the PFHd of the electronic aspects and the PFHd resulting from the B10d values of the two output relays based on a maximum usage rate of 8760 operations per year at AC15 1A 230V AC or at DC13 1.5 A 24V DC. 	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440n-in001_-en-p.pdf	Sipha Control Unit                                                                                                                                                                                      			Logic
	Sipha Control Unit:	Sipha 2	440N-S32021		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	4.50E-09	20	For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 1 months. 
The PFHd given is the sum of the PFHd of the electronic aspects and the PFHd resulting from the B10d values of the two output relays based on a maximum usage rate of 8760 operations per year at AC15 1A 230V AC or at DC13 1.5 A 24V DC. 	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440n-in001_-en-p.pdf	Sipha Control Unit                                                                                                                                                                                      			Logic
	Sipha Control Unit:	Sipha 6	440N-S32052		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	2.80E-08	20	For devices with electromechanical inputs or outputs, the Diagnostic Test Interval (operating interval) should not exceed 1 months. 
The PFHd given is the sum of the PFHd of the electronic aspects and the PFHd resulting from the B10d values of the two output relays based on a maximum usage rate of 8760 operations per year at AC15 1A 230V AC or at DC13 1.5 A 24V DC. 	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/440n-in001_-en-p.pdf	Sipha Control Unit                                                                                                                                                                                      			Logic
	Software Configurable Safety Relay: 440C-CR30	Standard	440C-CR30*		PL_e	SIL_3	CAT_4	1.00E-08	20	1) The PFH calculation is based on complete use of all inputs and outputs.	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/um/440c-um001_-en-p.pdf	Software Configurable Safety Relay                                                                                                                                                                      			Logic
	Trapped Key Interlock: 440T ProSafe	Standard	440T*		PL_d	SIL_na	CAT_3	1.00E-07	20	For the rate of a dangerous failure per hour PFH a value of 1.0E-7/h can be used for the system (according to and tested to GS-ET-31).
Maximum number of operations over the mission time = 100,000.
Exception: The data given does not apply to Timed Delay Units 440T-MSTUE*, 440T-MDTUE* and Stopped Motion units 440T-MSMSE*, 440T-MDMSE*	Device Type 1	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/switch-td001_-en-p.pdf	Trapped Key Switch                                                                                                                                                                                      	The data given does not apply to Timed Delay Units 440T-MSTUE*, 440T-MDTUE* and Stopped Motion units 440T-MSMSE*, 440T-MDMSE*		Input, Output
	Standard (non safety) Encoder: MPx motors	200V, 1024 abs multi-turn	MPx-Axxxx-MxxxAA						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices.
2) Rotor Connection Motor/Encoder Shaft. a long-term integrity of mechanical fixing is claimed, based on frictional connection with overstress factor of 20.
3) When correctly connected and monitored by a MSR57P Safe Speed Monitoring Safety Relay according to instructions given in manual 440r-um004, or Kinetix 6200 and Kinetix 6500 Safe Speed Monitoring Multi-axis Servo Drives according to instructions given in reference manual 2094-rm001, or Kinetix 5700 Safe Monitoring Servo Drives according to the instructions given in the reference manual 2198-rm001, and based on the structure and MTTFd, the following information is available:
Category 3.
PFH = 1.2E-8.
DC = 90%. SFF = 95%.
It is the responsibility of the user to decide if this is can be suitable for achieving a required PL or SIL.	Device Type 2	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/knx-td001_-en-p.pdf	Encoder                                                                                                                                                                                                 	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	229
	Standard (non safety) Encoder: MPx motors	200V, 1024 abs single-turn	MPx-Axxxx-SxxxAA						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices.
2) Rotor Connection Motor/Encoder Shaft. a long-term integrity of mechanical fixing is claimed, based on frictional connection with overstress factor of 20.
3) When correctly connected and monitored by a MSR57P Safe Speed Monitoring Safety Relay according to instructions given in manual 440r-um004, or Kinetix 6200 and Kinetix 6500 Safe Speed Monitoring Multi-axis Servo Drives according to instructions given in reference manual 2094-rm001, or Kinetix 5700 Safe Monitoring Servo Drives according to the instructions given in the reference manual 2198-rm001, and based on the structure and MTTFd, the following information is available:
Category 3.
PFH = 1.2E-8.
DC = 90%. SFF = 95%.
It is the responsibility of the user to decide if this is can be suitable for achieving a required PL or SIL.	Device Type 2	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/knx-td001_-en-p.pdf	Encoder                                                                                                                                                                                                 	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	259
	Standard (non safety) Encoder: MPx motors	400V, 1024 abs multi-turn	MPx-Bxxxx-MxxxAA						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices.
2) Rotor Connection Motor/Encoder Shaft. a long-term integrity of mechanical fixing is claimed, based on frictional connection with overstress factor of 20.
3) When correctly connected and monitored by a MSR57P Safe Speed Monitoring Safety Relay according to instructions given in per manual 440r-um004_-en-p.pdf or Kinetix 6200 and Kinetix 6500 Safe Speed Monitoring Multi-axis Servo Drives according to instructions given in reference manual 2094-rm001-en-p.pdf or Kinetix 5700 Safe Monitoring Servo Drives according to the instructions given in the reference manual 2198-rm001_-en-pdf and based on the structure and MTTFd the following information is available:
Category 3.
PFH = 1.2E-8.
DC = 90%. SFF = 95%.
It is the responsibility of the user to decide if this is can be suitable for achieving a required PL or SIL.	Device Type 2	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/knx-td001_-en-p.pdf	Encoder                                                                                                                                                                                                 	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	248
	Standard (non safety) Encoder: MPx motors	400V, 1024 abs single-turn	MPx-Bxxxx-SxxxAA						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices.
2) Rotor Connection Motor/Encoder Shaft. a long-term integrity of mechanical fixing is claimed, based on frictional connection with overstress factor of 20.
3) When correctly connected and monitored by a MSR57P Safe Speed Monitoring Safety Relay according to instructions given in manual 440r-um004, or Kinetix 6200 and Kinetix 6500 Safe Speed Monitoring Multi-axis Servo Drives according to instructions given in reference manual 2094-rm001, or Kinetix 5700 Safe Monitoring Servo Drives according to the instructions given in the reference manual 2198-rm001, and based on the structure and MTTFd, the following information is available:
Category 3.
PFH = 1.2E-8.
DC = 90%. SFF = 95%.
It is the responsibility of the user to decide if this is can be suitable for achieving a required PL or SIL.	Device Type 2	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/knx-td001_-en-p.pdf	Encoder                                                                                                                                                                                                 	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	283
	Standard (non safety) Encoder: MPx motors	128 abs single-turn	MPx-xxxxx-ExxxAA						20	1) This products is not specifically intended for safety.
2) Rotor Connection Motor/Encoder Shaft. a long-term integrity of mechanical fixing is claimed, based on frictional connection with overstress factor of 20.
3) The 20 year mission time / useful lifetime given assumes a maximum of 3.6E+9 revolutions within that time period.	Device Type 2	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/knx-td001_-en-p.pdf	Encoder                                                                                                                                                                                                 	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	187
	Standard (non safety) Encoder: MPx motors	128 abs multi-turn	MPx-xxxxx-VxxxAA						20	1) This products is not specifically intended for safety.
2) Rotor Connection Motor/Encoder Shaft. a long-term integrity of mechanical fixing is claimed, based on frictional connection with overstress factor of 20.
3) The 20 year mission time / useful lifetime given assumes a maximum of 3.6E+9 revolutions within that time period.	Device Type 2	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/knx-td001_-en-p.pdf	Encoder                                                                                                                                                                                                 	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	194
	Standard product (non safety): 100-JE Electronic coil for 100-C Contactor or 700-CF Relay	Standard	100-JE*						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) The MTTFd value for the electronic controlled coil must be added as a separate block or element when the interface function is used. 
3) If the 100-JE electronic interface is used with 100-C or 700-CF contactors they must be used in a redundant and monitored configuration for safety related applications.	Device Type 2	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/700-td552_-en-p.pdf		This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Output	746
	Standard product (non safety): 56RF - RFID ICODE Interface	Standard	56RF-IN-IPD22 - EtherNet/IP, Dual Channel with I/O						9	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system.
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		RFID Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                             	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	91
	Standard product (non safety): 56RF - RFID ICODE Transceiver	Standard	56RF-TR-4040 - Square 40 x 40mm						13	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system.
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		RFID Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                             	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	126
	Standard product (non safety): 56RF - RFID ICODE Transceiver	Standard	56RF-TR-8090 - Rectangular 80 x 90mm						12	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system.
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		RFID Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                             	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	130
	Standard product (non safety): 800F/800B/800M Push Buttons and Operators with Contacts	Standard	800F/800B/800M						20	1) Products in this library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger.  The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on the use of this product in a safety application.
2)  The use of simple electro-mechanical devices (such as Push Buttons or Selector Switches) is allowed in ISO 13849-1, Annex C.  The designer must follow the ISO 13849-1 to ensure proper application and design of these devices in a safety-related part of a control system (SRP/CS).
3)  Per Rockwell Automation Technical Data, the lowest mechanical and electrical life of this product is: B10 = 1,000,000 cycles.  For simplified application, this data includes the combined Operator and Contact block assembly. 
4) Applying the allowances in ISO 13849-1, Annex C, a 50% ratio of safe and dangerous failures is assumed.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/800-td008_-en-p.pdf				Input			50	1.0E6
	Standard product (non safety): 800T/800H Push Buttons and Operators with Contacts	Standard	800T/800H						20	1) Products in this library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger.  The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on the use of this product in a safety application.
2)  The use of simple electro-mechanical devices (such as Push Buttons or Selector Switches) is allowed in ISO 13849-1, Annex C.  The designer must follow the ISO 13849-1 to ensure proper application and design of these devices in a safety-related part of a control system (SRP/CS).
3)  Per Rockwell Automation Technical Data, the lowest mechanical and electrical life of this product is: B10 = 1,000,000 cycles.  For simplified application, this data includes the combined Operator and Contact block assembly. 
4) Applying the allowances in ISO 13849-1, Annex C, a 50% ratio of safe and dangerous failures is assumed.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/800-td009_-en-p.pdf				Input			50	1.0E6
	Standard product (non safety): 855P Panel Mount Signaling Devices	Standard	855PD-xxxxx, 855PS-xxxxx, 855PB-xxxxx						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system.
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/855-td001_-en-p.pdf		This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Output	200
	Standard product (non safety): 872C WorldProx II 3-Wire DC (except long range version)	Standard	872C (except long range version)						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system.
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Proximity Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                        	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	1930
	Standard product (non safety): Contactor:  
100-C09…C55: Mechanical	Failure to close = dangerous fault	100-C09…C55 Mechanical						20	1) B10 Data shown is for no load, mechanical switching.
2) B10 is known and 50% fail to open and 50% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/50%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/50%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			50	13000000
	Standard product (non safety): Contactor: 
100-C09…C37: AC3 Load	Failure to open = dangerous fault	100-C09…C37 at AC3						20	1) B10 Data shown for AC3 Load.  If other loading is used, refer to the load-life curves found in the product Technical Data.
2) B10 is known and 75% fail to open and 25% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/75%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/25%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			75	1300000
	Standard product (non safety): Contactor: 
100-C09…C37: AC3 Load	Failure to close = dangerous fault	100-C09…C37 at AC3						20	1) B10 Data shown for AC3 Load.  If other loading is used, refer to the load-life curves found in the product Technical Data.
2) B10 is known and 75% fail to open and 25% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/75%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/25%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			25	1300000
	Standard product (non safety): Contactor: 
100-C09…C55: Mechanical	Failure to open = dangerous fault	100-C09…C55 Mechanical						20	1) B10 Data shown is for no load, mechanical switching.
2) B10 is known and 50% fail to open and 50% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/50%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/50%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			50	13000000
	Standard product (non safety): Contactor: 
100-C43, C60, C70, C85, C97: AC3 Load	Failure to open = dangerous fault	100-C43, C60, C70, C85, C97 at AC3						20	1) B10 Data shown for AC3 Load.  If other loading is used, refer to the load-life curves found in the product Technical Data.
2) B10 is known and 75% fail to open and 25% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/75%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/25%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			75	1000000
	Standard product (non safety): Contactor: 
100-C55: AC3 Load	Failure to open = dangerous fault	100-C55 at AC3						20	1) B10 Data shown for AC3 Load.  If other loading is used, refer to the load-life curves found in the product Technical Data.
2) B10 is known and 75% fail to open and 25% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/75%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/25%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			75	800000
	Standard product (non safety): Contactor: 
100-C55: AC3 Load	Failure to close = dangerous fault	100-C55 at AC3						20	1) B10 Data shown for AC3 Load.  If other loading is used, refer to the load-life curves found in the product Technical Data.
2) B10 is known and 75% fail to open and 25% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/75%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/25%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			25	800000
	Standard product (non safety): Contactor: 
100-C60…C97: Mechanical	Failure to open = dangerous fault	100-C60…C97 Mechanical						20	1) B10 Data shown is for no load, mechanical switching.
2) B10 is known and 50% fail to open and 50% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/50%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/50%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			50	6000000
	Standard product (non safety): Contactor: 
100-C60…C97: Mechanical	Failure to close = dangerous fault	100-C60…C97 Mechanical						20	1) B10 Data shown is for no load, mechanical switching.
2) B10 is known and 50% fail to open and 50% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/50%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/50%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			50	6000000
	Standard product (non safety): Contactor: 100-C43, C60, C70, C85, C97: AC3 Load	Failure to close = dangerous fault	100-C43, C60, C70, C85, C97 at AC3						20	1) B10 Data shown for AC3 Load.  If other loading is used, refer to the load-life curves found in the product Technical Data.
2) B10 is known and 75% fail to open and 25% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/75%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/25%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output			25	1000000
	Standard product (non safety): Electronic Coil for 100S-D115…D300 Contactor	Standard	100S-D115…D300 Electronic Coil						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) The MTTFd value for the electronic controlled coil must be added as a separate block or element when the interface function is used. 
3) The data given applies to the following coil electronic codes: J, ZJ, Y, ZY,  D, ZD, A, ZA, N.
4) If the contactor is used with the electronic interface selected it must be used in a redundant and monitored configuration for safety-related applications.
5) Subsystem channel must include this interface and the main power contactor.  (2 blocks)	Device Type 2	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf		This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Output	704
	Standard product (non safety): Encoders 842HR	Standard	842HR						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure to provide correct data at the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether that could be dangerous.
2) Data given is based on nominal load of components, average ambient temperature 40 deg C, frequency of use 8760 h/a.	Device Type 2	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/842hr-in001_-en-p.pdf	Encoder                                                                                                                                                                                                 	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	280
	Standard product (non safety): Encoders 847	Standard	847A, 847B, 847H, 847HF and 847T						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure to provide correct data at the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether that could be dangerous.
2) Data given is based on nominal load of components, average ambient temperature 40 deg C, frequency of use 8760 h/a.	Device Type 2	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/in/847ab-in001_-en-p.pdf	Encoder                                                                                                                                                                                                 	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	330
	Standard product (non safety): Inductive proximity sensor	Standard	871TM-DH10NP30						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Proximity Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                        	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	1823
	Standard product (non safety): Optical Sensors - 42CA-D1MNAL-D4	Standard	42CA-D1MNAL-D4						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Optical Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                          	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data. Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	931
	Standard product (non safety): Optical Sensors - 42CA-D1MPAL-D4	Standard	42CA-D1MPAL-D4						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system.
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Optical Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                          	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data. Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	931
	Standard product (non safety): Optical Sensors - 42CA-P2MNB-D4	Standard	42CA-P2MNB-D4						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system.
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Optical Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                          	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data. Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	1126
	Standard product (non safety): Optical Sensors - 42CA-P2MPB-D4	Standard	42CA-P2MPB-D4						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system.
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Optical Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                          	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	1126
	Standard product (non safety): Optical Sensors - 42CA-R1MNA1-D4	Standard	42CA-R1MNA1-D4						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system.
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Optical Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                          	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data. Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	1057
	Standard product (non safety): Optical Sensors - 42CA-R1MPA1-D4	Standard	42CA-R1MPA1-D4						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system.
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Optical Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                          	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	1057
	Standard product (non safety): Optical Sensors - 42CA-U2MNA-D4	Standard	42CA-U2MNA-D4						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system.
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Optical Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                          	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	931
	Standard product (non safety): Optical Sensors - 42CA-U2MPA-D4	Standard	42CA-U2MPA-D4						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system.
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Optical Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                          	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data. Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	931
	Standard product (non safety): Optical Sensors - RightSight - 42EF-B1JBBC-F4	Standard	42EF-B1JBBC-F4						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system.
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Optical Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                          	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	492
	Standard product (non safety): Optical Sensors - RightSight - 42EF-B1JBBE-F4	Standard	42EF-B1JBBE-F4						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system.
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Optical Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                          	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	492																		175200
	Standard product (non safety): Optical Sensors - RightSight - 42EF-B1KBBC-F4	Standard	42EF-B1KBBC-F4						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system.
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Optical Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                          	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	492
	Standard product (non safety): Optical Sensors - RightSight - 42EF-B1KBBE-F4	Standard	42EF-B1KBBE-F4						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system.
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Optical Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                          	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	492
	Standard product (non safety): Optical Sensors - RightSight - 42EF-D1JBAK-F4	Standard	42EF-D1JBAK-F4						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Optical Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                          	Standard product (non safety):This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	225
	Standard product (non safety): Optical Sensors - RightSight - 42EF-D1JBCK-F4	Standard	42EF-D1JBCK-F4						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system.
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Optical Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                          	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	672
	Standard product (non safety): Optical Sensors - RightSight - 42EF-D1KBAK-F4	Standard	42EF-D1KBAK-F4						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system.
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Optical Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                          	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	225
	Standard product (non safety): Optical Sensors - RightSight - 42EF-D1KBCK-F4	Standard	42EF-D1KBCK-F4						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system.
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Optical Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                          	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	672
	Standard product (non safety): Optical Sensors - RightSight - 42EF-F2JBC-F4	Standard	42EF-F2JBC-F4						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system.
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Optical Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                          	Standard product (non safety):This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	761
	Standard product (non safety): Optical Sensors - RightSight - 42EF-F2KBC-F4	Standard	42EF-F2KBC-F4						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system.
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Optical Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                          	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	761
	Standard product (non safety): Optical Sensors - RightSight - 42EF-P2JBB-F4	Standard	42EF-P2JBB-F4						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system.
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Optical Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                          	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	235
	Standard product (non safety): Optical Sensors - RightSight - 42EF-P2KBB-F4	Standard	42EF-P2KBB-F4						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system.
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Optical Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                          	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	235
	Standard product (non safety): Optical Sensors - RightSight - 42EF-R9JBB-F4	Standard	42EF-R9JBB-F4						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system.
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Optical Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                          	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	292
	Standard product (non safety): Optical Sensors - RightSight - 42EF-R9JBBT-F4	Standard	42EF-R9JBBT-F4						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system.
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Optical Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                          	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	292
	Standard product (non safety): Optical Sensors - RightSight - 42EF-R9JBBV-F4	Standard	42EF-R9JBBV-F4						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system.
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Optical Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                          	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	292
	Standard product (non safety): Optical Sensors - RightSight - 42EF-R9KBB-F4	Standard	42EF-R9KBB-F4						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system.
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Optical Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                          	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	292
	Standard product (non safety): Optical Sensors - RightSight - 42EF-R9KBBT-F4	Standard	42EF-R9KBBT-F4						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system.
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Optical Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                          	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	292
	Standard product (non safety): Optical Sensors - RightSight - 42EF-R9KBBV-F4	Standard	42EF-R9KBBV-F4						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system.
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Optical Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                          	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	292
	Standard product (non safety): Optical Sensors - RightSight - 42EF-S1JBA-F4	Standard	42EF-S1JBA-F4						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system.
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Optical Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                          	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	225
	Standard product (non safety): Optical Sensors - RightSight - 42EF-S1KBA-F4	Standard	42EF-S1KBA-F4						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system.
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Optical Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                          	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data. Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	225
	Standard product (non safety): Optical Sensors - RightSight - 42EF-U2JBB-F4	Standard	42EF-U2JBB-F4						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system.
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Optical Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                          	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	235
	Standard product (non safety): Optical Sensors - RightSight - 42EF-U2KBB-F4	Standard	42EF-U2KBB-F4						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system.
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Optical Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                          	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	235
	Standard product (non safety): Optical Sensors - Series 9000 - 42GLP-9000-QD	Standard	42GLP-9000-QD						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system.
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Optical Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                          	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	558
	Standard product (non safety): Optical Sensors - Series 9000 - 42GRU-9000-QD	Standard	42GRU-9000-QD						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system.
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Optical Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                          	Standard product (non safety):This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	1280
	Standard product (non safety): Optical Sensors - Series 9000 - 42GRU-9200-QD	Standard	42GRU-9200-QD						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system.
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Optical Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                          	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data. Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	1280
	Standard product (non safety): Optical Sensors - VisiSight - 42JS-D2MNA1-F4	Standard	42JS-D2MNA1-F4						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system.
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Optical Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                          	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	1280
	Standard product (non safety): Optical Sensors - VisiSight - 42JS-D2MPA1-F4	Standard	42JS-D2MPA1-F4						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system.
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Optical Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                          	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data. Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	1280
	Standard product (non safety): Optical Sensors - VisiSight - 42JS-P2MNA2-F4	Standard	42JS-P2MNA2-F4						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Optical Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                          	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	1280
	Standard product (non safety): Optical Sensors - VisiSight - 42JS-P2MPA2-F4	Standard	42JS-P2MPA2-F4						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system.
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Optical Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                          	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	1280
	Standard product (non safety): Optical Sensors - VisiSight - 42JS-R9MNA2-F4	Standard	42JS-R9MNA2-F4						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system.
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Optical Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                          	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	1280
	Standard product (non safety): Optical Sensors - VisiSight - 42JS-R9MPA2-F4	Standard	42JS-R9MPA2-F4						20	1) Products in this part of the library are not specifically intended as safety devices, and the associated data represents reliability data.  For this product, any use of the terms MTTFd, B10d, T10d or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. It relates only to a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision on whether a failure that results in the ON state of the outputs could be dangerous.
2) For this data, a conservative approach is taken by representing MTTFd  by the total MTTF, and representing the B10d by the total B10 value.
3) The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system
Please review important Access Terms and Conditions at Information -LEGAL NOTICES with regard to the Rockwell Automation SISTEMA Library.	Device Type 2		Optical Sensor                                                                                                                                                                                          	This product is not specifically intended as a safety device and the given data represents reliability data.  Any use of the terms MTTFd, B10D, T10D or PFHd does not relate to a failure to danger. The user assumes all costs and liability for any decision to use these products as part of a functional safety-related system and on what represents a failure danger.		Input	1260
	Standard product (non safety): Output Contactor: 100-E09…E38: Mechanical	Standard	100-E09…E38 Mechanical	20000000					20	1) B10 Data shown is for no load, mechanical switching.
2) B10 is known and 50% fail to open and 50% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/50%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/50%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output
	Standard product (non safety): Output Contactor: 100-E09…E96 at AC3	Standard	100-E09…E96 at AC3	1330000					20	1) B10 is known and 75% fail to open and 25% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/75%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/25%)
2) Category 1 applies where the combination of the usage rate and the  B10D value results in an MTTFd equal to or greater than 30 years.
3) The DC value given is for the device used on its own with no additional monitoring/diagnostic equipment. An increased value for DC can be achieved by direct monitoring, that is, connection of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts to external monitoring equipment. In most cases, redundant devices or a second switch-off path will be required. It assumes a maximum diagnostic test interval of 6 months. It assumes the monitoring of all dangerous single fault modes. The maximum value given will not be achievable if it can be foreseen that some single faults will not be detected.
4) All electronic coils have compoents with a separate reliability (MTTFD) value which may impact the overall system reliability.  To fully account for this, the appropriate Electronic Coil data based on frame size should be added to each channel.  The result is a two-block channel for each subsystem.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output
	Standard product (non safety): Output Contactor: 100-E40…E96: Mechanical	Standard	100-E40…E96 Mechanical	8000000					20	1) B10 Data shown is for no load, mechanical switching.
2) B10 is known and 50% fail to open and 50% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/50%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/50%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output
	Standard product (non safety): Output Contactor: 104-E09…E96 at AC3	Standard	104-E09…E96 at AC3	1330000					20	1) B10 is known and 75% fail to open and 25% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/75%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/25%)
2) Category 1 applies where the combination of the usage rate and the  B10D value results in an MTTFd equal to or greater than 30 years.
3) The DC value given is for the device used on its own with no additional monitoring/diagnostic equipment. An increased value for DC can be achieved by direct monitoring, that is, connection of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts to external monitoring equipment. In most cases, redundant devices or a second switch-off path will be required. It assumes a maximum diagnostic test interval of 6 months. It assumes the monitoring of all dangerous single fault modes. The maximum value given will not be achievable if it can be foreseen that some single faults will not be detected.
4) All electronic coils have compoents with a separate reliability (MTTFD) value which may impact the overall system reliability.  To fully account for this, the appropriate Electronic Coil data based on frame size should be added to each channel.  The result is a two-block channel for each subsystem.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output
	Standard product (non safety): Output Contactor: 104-E09…E96: Mechanical	Standard	100-E09…E96 Mechanical	5000000					20	1) B10 Data shown is for no load, mechanical switching.
2) B10 is known and 50% fail to open and 50% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/50%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/50%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output
	Standard product (non safety): Output Contactor: 300-CO…DO: Mechanical	Standard	300-CO…DO Mechanical	8000000					20	1) B10 Data shown is for no load, mechanical switching.
2) B10 is known and 50% fail to open and 50% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/50%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/50%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/300-td003_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output
	Standard product (non safety): Output Contactor: 300-TO…BO: Mechanical	Standard	300-TO…BO Mechanical	20000000					20	1) B10 Data shown is for no load, mechanical switching.
2) B10 is known and 50% fail to open and 50% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/50%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/50%)
3) For Category greater than 1, diagnostic coverage must be supplied externally by direct monitoring of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts.
4) Typical diagnostic test interval of 6 months.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/300-td003_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output
	Standard product (non safety): Output Contactor: 300-TO…DO at AC3	Standard	300-TO…DO at AC3	1330000					20	1) B10 is known and 75% fail to open and 25% fail to close.  B10d Fail to Open =B10x(1/75%), B10d Fail to Close =B10x(1/25%)
2) Category 1 applies where the combination of the usage rate and the  B10D value results in an MTTFd equal to or greater than 30 years.
3) The DC value given is for the device used on its own with no additional monitoring/diagnostic equipment. An increased value for DC can be achieved by direct monitoring, that is, connection of the mechanically linked auxiliary contacts to external monitoring equipment. In most cases, redundant devices or a second switch-off path will be required. It assumes a maximum diagnostic test interval of 6 months. It assumes the monitoring of all dangerous single fault modes. The maximum value given will not be achievable if it can be foreseen that some single faults will not be detected.
4) All electronic coils have compoents with a separate reliability (MTTFD) value which may impact the overall system reliability.  To fully account for this, the appropriate Electronic Coil data based on frame size should be added to each channel.  The result is a two-block channel for each subsystem.	Device Type 3	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/300-td003_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output
	Standard product (non safety): Output Contactor: Electronic Coil for 100-E09…E38 Contactors	Standard	Electronic Coil for 100-E09… E38 Contactors						20	1) The MTTFD value for the electronic coil should be added as a separate block or element.
2) The data given applies to the following coil electonic codes: KJ, EJ, QJ, EQ, KY, KD, KN.
3) Each channel must include this electronic coil and the main power contactor as a two-block channel.	Device Type 2	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output	2987
	Standard product (non safety): Output Contactor: Electronic Coil for 100-E40…E96 Contactors	Standard	Electronic Coil for 100-E40… E96 Contactors						20	1) The MTTFD value for the electronic coil should be added as a separate block or element.
2) The data given applies to the following coil electonic codes: KJ, EJ, QJ, EQ, KY, KD, KN.
3) Each channel must include this electronic coil and the main power contactor as a two-block channel.	Device Type 2	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output	1945
	Standard product (non safety): Output Contactor: Electronic Coil for 104-E09…E38 Contactors	Standard	Electronic Coil for 104-E09…E38 Contactors						20	1) The MTTFD value for the electronic coil should be added as a separate block or element.
2) The data given applies to the following coil electonic codes: KJ, EJ, QJ, EQ, KY, KD, KN.
3) Each channel must include this electronic coil and the main power contactor as a two-block channel.	Device Type 2	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output	2987
	Standard product (non safety): Output Contactor: Electronic Coil for 104-E40…E96 Contactors	Standard	Electronic Coil for 104-E40…E96 Contactors						20	1) The MTTFD value for the electronic coil should be added as a separate block or element.
2) The data given applies to the following coil electonic codes: KJ, EJ, QJ, EQ, KY, KD, KN.
3) Each channel must include this electronic coil and the main power contactor as a two-block channel.	Device Type 2	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/100-td013_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output	1945
	Standard product (non safety): Output Contactor: Electronic Coil for 300-CO…DO Contactors	Standard	Electronic Coil for 300-CO…DO Contactors						20	1) The MTTFD value for the electronic coil should be added as a separate block or element.
2) The data given applies to the following coil electonic codes: KJ, EJ, QJ, EQ, KY, KD, KN.
3) Each channel must include this electronic coil and the main power contactor as a two-block channel.	Device Type 2	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/300-td003_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output	1945
	Standard product (non safety): Output Contactor: Electronic Coil for 300-TO…BO Contactors	Standard	Electronic Coil for 300-TO…BO Contactors						20	1) The MTTFD value for the electronic coil should be added as a separate block or element.
2) The data given applies to the following coil electonic codes: KJ, EJ, QJ, EQ, KY, KD, KN.
3) Each channel must include this electronic coil and the main power contactor as a two-block channel.	Device Type 2	https://literature.rockwellautomation.com/idc/groups/literature/documents/td/300-td003_-en-p.pdf	Contactor                                                                                                                                                                                               			Output	2987
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